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Abstract 

 

This thesis is exploring the topic of forwardshifted time reference in reported speech 

using Sequence of Tense as an angle of approach. This mechanism is often used as a way to 

distinguish and classify languages into two groups: the SOT and the non-SOT languages.  

However, our study tries to prove that this theoretical classification is not as clear-cut 

as it may seem simply looking at languages such as English or Russian, which are typically 

considered to be canonical SOT and non-SOT languages. Indeed, we hypothesize  the 

existence of a third intermediate group, composed of languages sometimes behaving like SOT 

languages, sometimes like non-SOT languages; in the context of our study these are German, 

French and Spanish. 

Due to the topic of our study (tense morphology and tense interpretation) and due to 

the nature of our hypothesis (aiming to prove a difference between theory and practice) we 

decided to conduct a qualitative and quantitative empirical corpus based analysis using the 

parallel corpus ParaSOL as well as monolingual corpora when the data collected was 

insufficient to compile statistics.  

In order to give us a broader perspective, we decided to look at material collected from 

nine different Indo-European languages, using Russian as a primary language and a primary 

point of view in general. Indeed, within the heterogeneous field of forwardshifting and 

reported speech, Russian, given its formal characteristics seems to facilitate the querying 

process and to represent a good control group. 

The study seemed to confirm the validity of our hypothesis by putting forward a non-

SOT trend under the conditions of forwarshifted time reference in reported speech in German, 

French and Spanish; as well as the benefits of looking at languages cross-linguistically using 

parallel corpora. 
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Preface 

 

For reasons of space, the examples are not always translated nor glossed in full detail. 

Hopefully, potential readers with limited knowledge of Slavic (Russian), will get some help 

from the German or French/Spanish translations. 
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1 Introduction 

 

It is well known that the verb form of a dependent reported speech type structure can 

differ in tense, mood and other ways from the corresponding form in direct speech, depending 

on the language and on the context. This is due to the fact that, usually, the orientation point 

for the establishment of the temporal relations encoded in the embedded verb varies from the 

one encoded in the matrix verb (Barentsen, 1996). Indeed, the latter is commonly orientated 

towards the point of utterance (or moment of speech) whereas the former is commonly 

oriented to the time of action described in the main clause. Thus one would expect embedded 

tenses to be dependent on matrix tenses. A theory of tense meaning should be able to 

correctly predict the temporal interpretations of tenses embedded in the scope of other tenses. 

However, it is not easy to propose a theory that applies to the different configurations (main 

clauses and embedded clauses) in one language and even less so in all languages. In case of 

an interpretation mismatch an additional syntactic mechanism may come into play. This 

mechanism, depending on the context (type of clause, matrix verb, matrix verb encoded 

tense), relies on an anaphoric link between the dependent and the main clause., This 

mechanism, called the Sequence of Tense rule, is not present in all languages, neither is it 

always activated within one language; some theorists are even debating its existence, others 

struggling to reach a consensus about what its nature truly is. 

 Roman Jakobson described reported speech as a “pertinent and indispensable part 

(…) in the buildup of any human language” as well as a “crucial linguistic and stylistic 

problem” (Jakobson 1971); and despite being an extensively studied issue within the field of 

linguistics, a lot of phenomena related to it, such as the SOT, are still debated or remain 

unexplored to some degree. More precisely, most of the studies dedicated to this phenomenon 

have explored the issue of an embedded past vs. present under a matrix past, leaving other 

aspects of SOT less explored. The aim of this thesis is therefore to shed some more light on 

one of these aspects, i.e forward-shifted time reference in reported speech. In order to do so, 

we decided to base our study mainly on a cross-linguistic analysis using the parallel corpus 

PARASOL. I am therefore going to cross-linguistically study the topic of forward-shifted 

time reference in reported speech through the angle of this SOT rule, looking at the languages 

which seem to possess it (usually referred to as SOT languages) and the ones which do not to 
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possess it (non-SOT languages). The Russian language is at the core of this study and will 

serve as primary language during the procedures of corpus querying. In the literature, Russian 

represents the prototypical “non-SOT language”, usually in opposition to English (typical 

SOT language). In this work, I have a broader perspective and will compare Russian to other 

Slavic, Germanic and Romance languages. Despite the seemingly vastness of the field of 

research  (within the completion of a Masters in Russian), its relevancy quickly became 

obvious when I started to study the Russian tense system; indeed, how to do so and refer to 

Russian as a “relative” or “non-SOT” language without mentioning the other side of the coin? 

The merits of cross-linguistics lie in comparing and contrasting different languages, which in 

turn allows us to learn more about them individually.  

Here is a characteristic example from our corpus search in Parasol: 

(1R) Да он же сказал [pf-past], что заседание не состоится [pf-fut] (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita). 

(1P) powiedział [pf-past], że zebranie się nie odbędzie [pf-fut] 

(1E) But he did say [past] the meeting wouldn't [fut-aux, past] take place  

(1G) Er hat ja gesagt [pres perfect], die Sitzung wird [fut-aux] nicht stattfinden  

(1F) Il avait bien dit [past perfect], pourtant, que la réunion n’aurait [cond] pas lieu  

(1S) Dijo [aorist] que la reunión no tendría [cond] lugar  

The first example is the Russian original from the novel Master i Margarita. In the matrix, we 

have a verb in the past tense. In the translations, naturally, we also have a matrix in the past. 

In the second Slavic language, Polish, the next language on the list, we have a perfective past 

just as in Russian. In English, the third language, we have a simple past without explicit 

aspect marking. In German, the second Germanic language, and the forth on the list, we have 

a present perfect which typically behaves as a simple past. In French, the first Romance 

language in the sample, we have a past perfect, but for our purposes this is not of great 

importance. The main thing is that the matrix has a past tense. Finally, in Spanish, the second 

Romance language to be discussed, the matrix is an aorist, i.e., a simple past with an aspectual 

value of the perfective. 
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Given these matrix verbs, we can now look at the tenses in the complements. 

 In Russian and Polish we have a future perfective, a synthetic verb form (non-SOT). In 

English, we have an auxiliary in the past (would), a case of SOT. In German, we also have a 

future auxiliary, but in this case the auxiliary is in the present tense, i.e., arguably not in 

agreement with a matrix past. In French and Spanish, we have a special form, called the 

conditional. This form has past tense morphology (agreement with the matrix, i.e., SOT) and 

at the same time it expresses a forward shift through the future stem of the verb.  

These are the kinds of data which will be central to this thesis. 

In the first part of this thesis, I will sketch a quick and concise overview of the terms 

and concepts relevant to this thesis; the aim of this research is neither to render an exhaustive 

account of all the theories pertaining to the different topics brought up (tense morphology, 

tense interpretation, SOT, reported speech) nor is it to contribute in any way to the theoretical 

debate. The theoretical part will simply give us enough background information in order to 

establish a set of conventions, theoretical and linguistic, which we deem satisfying to describe 

the terms and concepts and further develop our thesis: the setting of a scope, the drawing of a 

hypothesis, its testing and its discussion.  

In the second part of this thesis I will establish and further explain my theory which is 

the following: the classification of a language into the category of either SOT or non-SOT is 

not as clear cut as one might come to think by looking only at English and Russian, and in a 

context of forward-shifted time reference in reported speech, one can divide the set of 

languages studied into three groups:  

 Group 1:SOT languages (comprising English, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish)  

 Group 2: non-SOT languages (comprising Russian and Polish)  

 Group 3: made of the languages which seem to alternate between a SOT and a 

non-SOT behavior, at least under the conditions set by our study. 

I will also present my methods for testing this hypothesis. I’ve already mentioned the 

use of a parallel corpus; however in a concern of gathering and analyzing data as relevant and 

efficient as possible to test the hypothesis, this corpus will sometimes have to be supplied by 

the (more restricted and shallow) use of monolingual corpora.  
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After doing so I will move on to the third and final section of the thesis, which will be 

the analysis and discussion of the data collected. In doing so, my intention is to present a 

cross and intra-linguistic study, both qualitative and quantitative, based on data from parallel 

and monolingual corpora , allowing us to test our hypothesis concerning the existence of a 

third group of languages exhibiting the characteristics of both SOT and non- SOT. This 

approach will shed more light on a range of tense related phenomena in Russian and a set of 

eight other European languages. 
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2 PART I _ Theoretical 

Background 

 

Although difference of opinions exists on the character of the SOT rule (is it purely 

syntactic; universal or language specific?) and even on whether it exists or not (the 

phenomenon actually being explained by other factors such as semantics and aktionsarts), 

most linguists nevertheless agree that it exists and can therefore be used to categorize 

languages in two categories: the SOT languages (like English, French etc) and non-SOT 

languages (like Russian, Japanese etc..). The hypothesis of this thesis that there should 

actually be a third option,  a third category in which to put languages which sometimes appear 

to exhibit an SOT rule, when the canonical criteria for its taking place are present, and 

sometimes not. This hypothesis goes beyond the fact that even canonical SOT languages like 

English do not exhibit the SOT rule in certain specific contexts.  

But before describing the reasons behind our hypothesis and describing the scope and 

methodology of our study, we will provide a theoretical overview of key notions to the 

understanding of SOT: what are tenses and tense interpretation. 

2.1 Theory of Tenses 

2.1.1 Tenses 

The notion of tense, without further details, is quite vague: are we talking about a 

metaphysical notion more suitable for philosophers to study, or a physical parameter more 

useful to physicists than linguists? Of course, a lot of terms pertaining to the domain of 

linguistics, as well, come into mind and into play under the cover term of “tense”; but are we 

talking about the grammatical, i.e., morphological category of tenses as a dominantly verbal 

category, or are we talking about the semantics of temporal relations ? From the start, the term 

tense and all the other ones related to it are often ambiguous and it is therefore a good idea to 

more or less chronologically go through the different theories and notions before getting to 

the concept of temporal interpretation lying at the core of the SOT phenomenon and therefore 

our study. 
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We are first going to talk about the traditional view on tense and then move to the 

more modern formal approaches. 

(1) Time vs tenses 

Like it is the case with any work on tenses, we first need to talk about the distinction 

between time and tense as the two notions are intrinsically linked. Indeed, the Greek and 

Roman philosophers were already struggling to explain tenses as reflections of times and to 

correctly label them. Ancient theorists, therefore, already divided up the concept of time into 

three different ways to see and experience the world, reflected by three simple tenses, 

“praesens” (being before), “praeteritum” (gone by), “futurum”, (that which is to be). (Binnick, 

1991).This partition would prove problematic form the a start; as a side note, for centuries the 

three were seen as equivalent, it is only recently that the future tense started to be as seen as 

more problematic . 

A time line was chosen to symbolize the tenses, with the “now” interval seen as its 

orientation point, events, occurrences, being placed on this line in relation to it, before or after 

(Indeed, like space, time being a single unbounded dimension requires an orientation point 

which ,from then on, became the “now” of speech time. ) The line being seen as dynamic, the 

now and the two others tenses determined in relation to it could move along it. This was used 

as an explanation as to why different tenses could be used to describe the same events. This 

linear conception of time and the idea of “natural tenses” was long prevalent amongst 

linguists (Comrie 1985) even if it is no longer being taken seriously. We will later look at the 

more formal approaches to describe tense but it is interesting to note how the universal 

metaphor of time as a line continues to influence languages, as temporal adverbs and even 

verbs (the parts of speech concerned with reflecting the time) often have spatial reference: 

Next week, a while back, je viens de finir un livre, je vais étudier, I am going to etc. 

This partition of time in three was soon to be understood as problematic as a 

dichotomy between the number of expected and the number of actual tenses was obvious. 

Indeed, tenses are mere arbitrary linguistic conventions to serve as tools to reflect mental 

images of reality: Even Indo-European languages clearly possess more than three tenses (past 

present future), I dreamed, I will dream, but what about I have dreamt or I am dreaming? 

From the start linguists have been and still are struggling to reach a final theory of tense able 

to account for all time-related phenomena within one language, and even more so cross-
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linguistically. Indeed, languages seem to handle tenses differently as, even if general features 

of tenses can be established and therefore they cannot be considered as entirely random, 

tenses are being “grammaticalized” differently, meaning that an English future tense might be 

expressed using an auxiliary whereas French makes use of  an inflection of the verb. (Later 

we will look into the details of morphology versus semantics as this thesis deals not with 

tenses (the future tense in our case) as an inflectional category but with the study of future 

time reference expressed either morphologically using an inflection or semantically and 

morphologically through an auxiliary).  

To further complicate the issue of tenses, in addition to the dichotomy between the 

expected number (3) versus the real number of “tenses” (12 in English), morphology and 

semantics do not always correspond, hence the need to study the meaning of tenses and 

temporal interpretation in order to account for the many ways one morphological tense might 

or might not correspond to its expected interpretation (Binnick, 1991). 

(2) Tense and aspect 

We are now going to introduce a notion rarely left out when talking about tenses: 

aspect. Indeed, as we’ve already mentioned, tense is dependent on the sum of all the other 

factors surrounding it, and as we will see in the part talking about the grammatical expression 

of future tense in Indo-European languages, aspect is even more central to certain families of 

languages such as Slavic languages. But despite what some school grammars might lead us to 

believe, the notion of aspect is inherent to all languages; it is simply not always 

grammaticalized the same way.  Tenses and aspects work together to form verb systems more 

or less equivalent at least within the Indo-European branch in such a way that if a language 

grammaticalizes less tenses, like Russian, aspects usually make up for them (and vice versa) 

(Mathiassen,  1996). 

Until now we’ve seen that tense is a deictic category, in as much as it refers to a 

“now”, or the speaker’s orientation point, as well as a subjective category since the 

perspective can be shifted and it’s orientation point moved along the time line. On the 

contrary, aspect deals with relationships between events along the time line. “it has to do with 

the structure of the things going on or taking place in the situation described by the sentence” 

(Dahl 1985: 24). 
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Aspect can be divided in two categories both relating to definiteness. Imperfective 

aspect is typically linked to indefiniteness, incompletion, a progressive description of a 

situation; perfective aspect, on the other hand, is linked to the idea of definiteness, 

completion, a “chain of events” (Mathiassen, 1996). The notion of aspect is therefore 

intrinsically present in all languages even if it is more obvious in languages presenting verbs 

in pairs (for the most part) like Russian whose tense-system can be described as relying 

heavily on aspect. For example, a morphological present tense coupled with a perfective 

aspect in Russian and Polish is in 99% of the cases reinterpreted as a “morphological future”, 

as seen above in examples (1R) and (1P): 

(1R) Да он же сказал [pf-past], что заседание не состоится [pf-fut] (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita). 

(1P) powiedział [pf-past], że zebranie się nie odbędzie [pf-fut] 

 In English, for instance, I was eating is clearly a combination of past tense and 

imperfective aspect.   

We will also later see how some linguists refute the SOT parameter altogether and 

explain the different temporal interpretations of matrix and embedded verbs in light of the 

“interaction of tense meanings and general facts of the grammar such as aktionsart properties, 

rather than a sequence of tense specific mechanism” (Gennari 2003: 35). 

(3) Absolute vs relative tense 

Up to now we have described tenses as being absolute, the point of orientation for the 

establishment of the temporal relations always being the time of utterance. But this is clearly 

not always the case. The theory of relative tense is based on the idea that even though the time 

of speech usually is considered to be the default point of reference of a tense (absolute), tenses 

can instead take another tense or time as point of reference (relative). This notion is central to 

embedded verbs being dependent on matrix verbs as the matrix verb can be seen as absolute 

(deictic) whereas the embedded one is interpreted as a relative tense. A deictic temporal 

relation is the relation between a verb and the “now” (also referred to as Time 0), a relative 

temporal relation defines the semantic relation between two verbs/times; certain languages 

allow for a third kind of dependency, mentioned in our introduction which is the SOT relation: 

the morphological relation between two verbs which can be described as “illogical”, a purely 
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mechanical syntactic device to encode an hierarchical relation between the two verbs

 

Figure 1. Deictic, relative and SOT temporal relations 

 Recall the use of “would” in (1E) under a matrix past and the past morphology of the 

conditional in (1F) and (1S) in our examples: 

(1E) But he did say the meeting wouldn't take place  

(1F) Il avait bien dit [past perfect], pourtant, que la réunion n’aurait [cond] pas lieu  

(1S) Dijo [aorist] que la reunión no tendría [cond] lugar 

This non-semantic “agreement” is one of the focuses of this thesis and will therefore 

be developed in greater details. It is worth noting that certain grammars refer to Russian verbs 

as being either deictic or relative (depending on their position is a sentence) and English verbs 

as either deictic or SOT (depending on their position in a sentence). We prefer the SOT/non-

SOT instead of SOT/ relative distinction, since SOT is also a “relation” between two verbs, 

although a syntactic one. But we will come back to SOT related terms in the part dedicated to 

this phenomenon.  
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To come back to the notion of absolute/relative tense, it becomes clear that not only 

can tenses relate the time of events to the speaker time (S), it can also relate it to another time. 

Thus, in (1R), (1P) and (1G): 

(1R) Да он же сказал [pf-past], что заседание не состоится [pf-fut] (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita). 

(1P) powiedział [pf-past], że zebranie się nie odbędzie [pf-fut] 

(1G) Er hat ja gesagt [pres perfect], die Sitzung wird [fut-aux] nicht stattfinden  

Two conclusions can now be reached: the first, that one tense does not simply reflect 

or express one time: it expresses a relationship between two times, which can either be 

between the event time (E) and the S, or the E and another time. Secondly, the difficulty of 

tense interpretation in complex sentences comes from the fact that several tenses within the 

same sentence can be referring to two different points of orientation.  

This theory of relativity explains the differences between sentences such as I have 

already eaten and I wasn’t hungry, I had already eaten. It could be tempting to regard simple 

tenses as absolute and periphrastic tenses as relative but it is not that simple as a relative tense 

can be created either though an auxiliary or inflection, like with the French conditional (which 

can express future in the past); furthermore, German and English future tenses are 

periphrastic. So the form of the verb doesn’t give any clear indication as to whether the verb 

is (primarily) absolute or relative.  

Once again, however, the notion of absolute/relative is still not sufficient to explain 

the difference between I ate and I have eaten: they are both past and absolute… so what is 

missing? The missing parameter was introduced by Reichenbach in 1947. 

New parameter to look at tense, s, e…R 

Reichenbach recognizes time as a line and tenses as expressions of the relationship 

between E and S but adds a third element that was missing and which belongs to tense 

semantics: R. “tense constructions relate three times to each other: the time of speech S the 

time of event E, and the reference time. R the time from which the clause situation is looked 

at” (Musan 2011: 1). The same events can be looked at from different reference points. The 

Reichenbachian theory of tenses is therefore a two dimensional theory which allows us to 
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systematize tenses by accounting for the difference between tenses like I ate, and I have 

eaten.  Indeed, the difference is explained by the fact that I ate is a past viewed from a past 

reference time, while I have eaten is a past viewed from a present reference time.  

“Relative tense has to do with the relationship of R to S. The simple or absolute tenses 

are those in which R coincides with S(…) But the point of view may be that of the past (R 

precedes S) or future (R follows S) rather than the present (…) The difference of absolute and 

relative tense has to do with whether R coincides with S or not” (Binnick 1991: 112 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Reichenbach’s theory of tenses 

This theory was later criticized as being incomplete by Comrie according to whom it 

failed to account for certain phenomena while it led to misleading readings for others. Its 

main flaw though was to fail to properly account for aspect; which we have seen to be 

inseparable from tense. Its system is too convoluted as it requires a strict ordering of S, E, R 

whereas according to Comrie, “tense is a matter of how R relates to S (…) “what the 

relationship of E and R has to do with is, roughly, aspect (and/or relative tense)” (Binnick 

1991: 115). 

Later theories further built on Reichenbach’s initial theory such as Klein’s theory 

which “splits up the functions of the three times between tense and aspect” (Musan 2011: 1): 

according to him, topic time (the time the speaker is talking about, Reichenbach’s R) is 

central as he defines it as “the time span to which the speaker’s claim on this occasion is 

confined” (Klein 1994); further parameters correspond to S, time of utterance; and E, time of 
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situation. Tense relates to topic time with regard to the time of utterance, whereas aspect 

relates the time of situation to the topic time.  

Once again, the focus of thesis is not to elaborate an exhaustive theoretical 

background of all the theories related to tense and tense related phenomena but rather to brush 

a quick overview of the terms and concepts that are necessary to develop our hypothesis (or 

might later be of use in the data-evaluation part); we are therefore only going to mention a 

few others such as  the influential theory of tenses as temporal operators (Prior) which led to 

many semantic analyses in which tense is an existential quantifier binding the time argument 

in the predicate; the theories viewing tenses as temporal predicates: the referential theory of 

tense (Partee), the adverbial theory (Hornstein), the predicative theory (Zagona, Stowell) 

according to which events are introduced by verbs and adjectives, not tenses (Chung 2002). 

(4) Tense and modality 

One last aspect which seems necessary to mention is the notion of modality which is 

closely linked to the one of tense and aspect. In our context of time interpretation, modality 

refers to the speaker’s attitude towards the situation; modality can be expressed either though 

modal auxiliaries or inflection (moods). Modality will play a role in our analysis inasmuch as 

the auxiliary “will” both expresses future tense and epistemic modality. However, our data 

analyzed will be centered on “will” as a temporal shifter (forward-shift) and not as an 

epistemic modal. Here is a typical example from Parasol. 

(2G) dass Meister Hora gesagt hatte [past perf], sie müsse [kon1, pres, mod] einen 

Sonnenkreis hindurch schlafen (Ende, Momo) 

(2R) который говорил [past, ipf], что она будет[aux,fut]  спать  в  течение  целого  

солнечного года  

(2P) mistrz Hora powiedział [past, ipf], że musi [pres, mod] ona przespać cały roksłoneczny 

In the German original, there is a modal verb müsse in the embedded clause. The verb is 

furthermore marked for the so-called Konjunktiv 1. In Polish, the modal verb is retained, 

although in the indicative present. In Russian, on the contrary, the translator has simply 

chosen an indicative imperfective future without any modal verb or special mood. Thereby, 

the example illustrates the fluctuations between future time reference and modality. 
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The fact that future time reference is accompanied by a modal attitude in English 

(amongst other languages) shows the nature of the future tense, in contrast with the past and 

the present tense, as it must inherently be non-factual, referring to future states of affair. This 

metaphysical question of whether the future tense is a real tense or not is not one we can or 

care to answer in our thesis; however it might be one of the reasons why the future has not 

been as extensively studied as present and past tenses in the context of SOT; it is one of the 

reasons why we decided to look at cross-linguistic research on SOT in reported speech 

through the lens of forward-shifted time reference. The study of our parallel corpus will later 

reveal how closely linked the grammaticalization of future tense (especially in Germanic 

languages) and modality are; and how, some data irrelevant to our study is bound to show up, 

i.e. subjunctive tense instead of only indicative ones. The temporal-modal ambiguity of the 

future tense is one of the reasons why we need the combination of both a quantitative and a 

qualitative analysis. Finally, before introducing the topic of temporal interpretation and the 

SOT rule, we will briefly mention some formal constraints in the tense systems under 

consideration. 

(5)  Formal constraints and grammaticalization 

Until now we’ve talked about the different theories aiming at finding a cross linguistic 

semantic description/definition of tenses; however it would be incorrect to look at tense solely 

in semantic terms. There must be formal constraints involved as well. We’ve seen that the 

main challenge comes from the fact that languages of the world vary in the way tenses 

manage to express times.  

Tense is often an inflectional category (when applied to what Comrie call absolute 

tenses); like the French future tense; other linguists require tense only to be the 

“grammaticalization of (deictic) location in time” (Brabanter 2014) and allow tense to be 

marked by auxiliaries and other means. For example the English future tense will, although 

we will note that some linguists reject the idea of periphrastic marking of tenses as “real” 

tenses and therefore reject the idea of English and similar languages having a future tense 

proper. In the case of will and other similar auxiliaries, according to these linguists, they 

cannot be considered future tenses since some of their uses have nothing to do with temporal 

reference at all (will used as a modal); finally, what would be the reason to accept will as a 

future tense and not all the other means of expressing futurity such as be going to, the present 
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tense etc). I will answer to these questions in the section pertaining to the scope of my study, 

clearly stating what I mean by “forward-shift” and then quickly enumerating the future 

markers I will accept as such and therefore take into account in my analysis and statistics. 

Some further explanations for either accepting or rejecting some data will come in the 

evaluation part. 

After having looked at the term “tense” in general, let’s now move on to what we 

mean by temporal interpretation. 

2.1.2 Temporal interpretation 

In the previous section we’ve seen how the traditional idea of tenses as locating events 

on a time line further developed into formal logical semantic theories, starting most notably 

with Prior in 1967. We will define the core meaning of the category of tenses as “a 

grammatical category whose (main) function is to locate eventualities (events or state) in 

time” (Comrie 1985:5; Dahl 1985). We’ve also extensively described how and why tenses  

are considered to be context-sensitive expressions (Reichenbach, Partee, Enc, Ogihara) 

Indeed, the choice of tense depends on aspect, modality,Aktionsarten (stative, eventive) but 

also on contextual clues such as adverbs (reference points) and even syntax! Indeed, we’ve 

seen that tenses can be absolute or relative, dependent on the main verb under which it is 

embedded. The choice of a tense marker is therefore highly context-sensitive but so is its 

interpretation! Thus, the temporal interpretation of a tense morpheme can be altered by the 

presence of an adverb. But most interestingly, it is also influenced by the larger context and 

syntax.   

We’ve already brushed on the notion of discrepancy between the use of a temporal 

marker or morpheme and its interpretation. A good example is the present tense used as 

historical present or the past tense in That would be Jan coming up the stairs! which does not 

denote a real past time. Some even call certain uses of past under past a “fake past” when they 

do note denote a past time but rather simultaneity as in Alice said that she was happy. The 

need to account for a past morpheme which does not bear the semantic meaning of a past is 

the proof that special rules of temporal interpretation are sometimes necessary.  

This rule takes as input the surface structure of a sentence, as well as the context in 

which it appears in order to account for the different interpretations that the same morpheme 
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might have in different contexts. One of these rules is the SOT rule which is necessary in 

languages like English in which such “simultaneous” uses of past tense are common.  

We’ve already established that tense is a deictic, highly context sensitive expression; 

we will add that its domain is the clause. In many languages, clauses function like 

independent autonomous simple sentences: the presence of a tensed verb is obligatory, it 

usually refers to the time of speech and therefore is absolute, and the morphology of its tense 

marker matches its semantics (Smith 2007). This is the case in independent clauses; however 

as already mentioned before, tenses are not always absolute and can be dependent on other 

tenses instead of the moment of speech: this is the case of tenses in dependent clauses which 

are embedded structures; not only does the matrix verb put formal constraints on the choice of 

the embedded tense, it also influences its interpretation.  What a tense actually means and 

which time relation it establishes can therefore not solely be based on its morpheme but needs 

to be interpreted within a larger context. Rules help us to temporally interpret the use of tense 

markers within complex sentences and these vary depending on the type of verb present in the 

matrix, of the type of clause the embedded verb is in, and even from language to language . 

One such a rule is the SOT rule. 

2.2 Sequence of Tenses 

2.2.1 Tense interpretation in embedded clauses 

(1) Discrepancy 

We’ve established that matrix verbs tend to be absolute and embedded verbs, relative; 

and that the theory of tense meaning should be able to account for their temporal 

interpretation. This is true for languages such as Russian and Polish for which “uniform 

interpretations apply both to embedded and non embedded tenses” (Gennari 2003): “past”, 

“present” and “future” tenses are respectively interpreted as anterior, simultaneous or 

posterior to the moment of speech (indexical theory of tenses) or to the matrix verb tense 

(relative theory of tenses) However, for languages such as English or Norwegian, these two 

theories alone are not able to account for all the different embedded tense configurations. That 

is not to say that a canonical interpretation of tenses is never possible in embedded contexts:  
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Take for example   

(3.a.) Jan will say that Chris has left 

(3.b.) Jan will say that Chris is happy 

(3.c) Jan will say that Chris will leave 

Here, the embedded tenses can follow the predicted interpretations of anteriority, simultaneity 

and posteriority to the time of utterance (although a shifted interpretation is also possible). 

However, a mismatch typically occurs under other conditions: 

(4.a.) Chris said that she knew Jan. 

(4.b.) Chris said that Jan left. 

(4.c.) Chris said that Jan had left. 

(4.d.) Chris said that Jan would leave 

While (4.c.) and (4.d) seem pretty straightforward, (4.a.) and (4.b.) are ambiguous:  Are the 

embedded tenses “past shifted” or simultaneous to the matrix tenses?  

Let’s analyze the sentences from the perspective of the two theories available to us: 

1) Indexical theory of tenses: 

Past tense is interpreted as anterior to the moment of speech. In theory, that means that the 

embedded tense could precede, coincide with or follow the time of the attitude verb (itself in 

past tense, i.e. anterior to the moment of speech). This theory leads to a possible infelicitous 

interpretation where the embedded verb “left” temporally follows the verb of attitude “said”: 

this forward shift interpretation is not attested, but predicted to be possible by the theory. 

2) Relative theory of tenses 

Past tense is interpreted as anterior to the matrix attitude verb. This interpretation is still 

incomplete as it does not account for the possible “overlap” interpretation. 
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Problems of temporal interpretation also occur with present and future embedded 

tenses.  

(5.a.) The president believed that his party is furious. 

(5.b.) The journalists will think that the president is out of town. 

(5.c.) A journalist said that the president will resign. 

Present tense under past tense: 

(5.a.) is true if the interval for which the embedded clause is true overlaps with the 

time of the attitude attitude verb and the moment of speech (double access reading Abusch 

1991) (Gennari 2003). 

Present tense under future tense: 

(5.b.) allows for two readings: either the interval of the embedded tense overlaps with 

both the moment of speech and the attitude verb, or it only includes the future tense (Gennari 

2003). 

Future tense under past:  

In (5.c.) we see clearly that only a double access reading is possible. One cannot 

felicitously add the adverb yesterday, i.e. a journalist said that the president will resign 

*yesterday, since the embedded tense must also refer to the future with respect to the speech 

time. (Gennari 2003). 

(2) Several approaches to the problem 

This mechanical rule is commonly viewed  

-as language specific as it is not required by all languages, only those referred to as 

SOT languages (unlike the non SOT ones such as Russian) 

-implying that a uniform interpretation theory for both embedded and non-embedded 

is not possible as their morphological tense markers make different semantic contributions.  

-context dependent: type of embedded clause (complement clause) and matrix verb 

(verbs of attitude, saying, amongst others) 
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We will come back to these contextual constraints once we’ve given a quick overview 

of the different theories elaborated in an attempt to explain what the rule is exactly. Indeed, 

while the need for an additional interpretative rule seems accepted by most linguists, they do 

not seem to agree on its nature.  

2.2.2 Different theories 

Reichenbach uses his theory of tenses (S, E, R) to create the first SOT rule: “when 

several entities are combined to form a compound sentence, the tenses of the various clauses 

are adjusted to one another by certain rules which the grammarians call the rules for the SOT” 

(Binnick, 1991:113). This rule is criticized by Comrie for being vague and incomplete as it 

seems inadequate to account for certain phenomena (simultaneous reading). For him, it is a 

syntactic rule applied mechanically which automatically changes the tense forms from direct 

into indirect speech when the introductory matrix verb is in past tense. In contrast, Declerk 

proposes an alternative theory in which the rule is semantically motivated: a complement 

clause situation can be incorporated into the domain established in the head clause; it 

therefore has a relative tense. According to Hornstein, the SOT rule occurs universally: a 

shifted temporal interpretation is displayed by all types of embedded clauses and the rule 

occurs whether the main clause verb in is the past or not, the difference being that in the 

former, a superficial morphological change occurs. For Grønn & von Stechow, the SOT rule 

is a parameter which is “turned on” in certain languages, and “switched off” in others. 

According to Ladusaw, in a past-embedded context, the underlying morpheme is changed but 

the semantic interpretation remains the same. For Enc, the embedded tense is either nullified, 

bound by the matrix’s tense (simultaneous reading) or not. In the latter case, the embedded 

tense is relative. Abusch describes a mechanism which allows information to be transmitted 

from the matrix tense to the embedded one, specifically in past under past situations, therefore 

predicting temporal overlap. Ogihara’s SOT rule also involves a tense deletion rule which 

optionally applies at LF before the structure is interpreted. The deletion occurs if a tense 

morpheme is locally c-commanded by another morphologically identical tense. For Shaer, 

the SOT rule is not merely semantically inert but rather is a “temporal tracking device which 

makes temporal relations transparent”. Finally, for Stowell, embedded tenses are polarity 

times licensed by the c-commanding matrix tense, just like any other referential expression 

(Chung 2002, Cornilescu 2003).  
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2.2.3 SOT, a context dependent mechanism 

We attempted to keep our summary of the different diverging theories about the nature 

of the SOT parameter short as the scope of this thesis is more pragmatic: the corpus based 

analysis of reported speech occurrences across different language types in order to detect its 

presence (or lack) by analysis of the morphology of embedded verbs. This section will offer 

some additional tangible information needed for conducting our research. We will further 

specify the conditions in which it takes effect: syntactic, temporal, as well as the languages 

which seem to require it to account for all its temporal interpretations.  

(1) What is the SOT mechanism? 

Both SOT and non SOT languages allow for two different approaches to tenses in 

the complement clause: 1) a deictic approach; the tense has the same deictic center as the 

main clause and takes on an independent interpretation 2) a relative approach: the tense takes 

the matrix verb time as reference and loses its independent status. So what does differentiate 

the two groups from one another? 3) The SOT languages possess a mechanism which 

captures this dependency by morphologically changing the markers of tenses of the 

complement.  

In all languages the default interpretation is considered to be the dependent one, but 

embedded tenses can at any time be interpreted as independent (usually in the presence of 

strong deictic elements present in the sentences). If these approaches were not supplied by 

any additional rule nothing would differentiate languages like Russian and English for 

example (Comrie 1985).  

It is however not the case, as in SOT languages, under the right conditions, a 

(syntactic) rule is triggered, a mechanism which creates a morphological anaphoric link to 

reflect the “invisible” hierarchical relation between the two verbs; it does so by matching the 

embedded tense markers to the matrix ones; this “matching” can be described as illogical as 

the “imposed” markers of tenses have no semantic relevance. The SOT rule therefore, as well 

as forcing new “morphemes” also forces a new matching interpretation. But first what do we 

mean by the “right conditions”? 
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(2) When is the SOT mechanism visible? 

So what do we mean by the right conditions? We have to differentiate conditions 

under which the SOT rule takes place (visible or not) from when it does not take place at all. 

Generally, SOT can be said to take place in most complex sentences in English. However, 

SOT languages are not entirely either SOT or deictic and in some cases they still allow for 

(non-SOT, unmarked) relative readings such as in relative clauses; this is due to the fact that 

these usually have an indexical construal whereas complement clauses like the one introduced 

by attitude verbs (such as say or believe) have a dependent one. The condition for the SOT 

rule to take effect is therefore that the embedded clause should be a complement clause.  

Another criterion usually referred to as pertaining to the “SOT domain” is the 

necessity for a matrix past tense. According to Comrie the SOT effect cannot be triggered by 

a non-past tense. Others prefer the explanation that the SOT rules takes effect in all kinds of 

complement clauses independently on the matrix verb tense. However, in those cases the SOT 

rule is not clearly visible and dependent and independent tenses can therefore no longer be 

told apart by morphological distinctions; one must rely on further contextual clues, strong 

deictic elements for the deictic interpretation to override the relative one. At any rate, in such 

scenarios, the distinction between deictic and relative interpretation of embedded tenses 

becomes as ambiguous for SOT languages as it normally is in all conditions for non-SOT 

languages. Once again, this study focuses on the analysis of SOT vs. not SOT. 

For practical reasons, we will therefore narrow down our study to complements under 

matrix past tense. 

(3) How to interpret the SOT mechanism? 

We’ve seen how under certain conditions, an SOT rule may manifest itself in SOT 

languages. When it is the case, matrix tenses may place constraints on which tenses are 

allowed in the embedded clause. A matrix past tense forces all the subordinate tenses to carry 

a past tense morpheme (which may be combined with other morphemes as we will see later).  

The constraint is illogical as it is not semantically based and can therefore not be interpreted 

in standard tenses theories. As Comrie puts it, “one feature of tense backshifting that takes 

place in direct speech after a main verb in the past tense is that (…) it is completely 

independent of the meaning of the tense forms involved, it is a purely formal operation” 
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(Comrie 1986, 289-290).  Therefore one needs new interpretative tools. Under a past matrix, 

an embedded past tense morpheme is by default interpreted as simultaneity in SOT languages, 

the embedded verb inherits the temporal location of the matrix verb 

2.2.4 SOT: a language specific mechanism 

We will not establish an extensive list of all the SOT and non-SOT languages in the 

world; within the scope of our research it suffices to say that Germanic and Romance 

languages are usually considered to be SOT languages whereas Slavic languages are 

considered to be non-SOT languages. We will later see how our hypothesis proposes to 

nuance this commonly accepted partition. 

However, one language is commonly considered, and quite reasonably so, as an 

exception to this division. Although German tends to be more associated with the group of 

SOT languages, it is quite obvious that it cannot be considered as an English type SOT. This 

is mainly because its tense system allows for several different tenses, and even different 

moods, to be used in indirect discourse; one in particular (the Konjunktive I), whose sole task 

is to serve as “reporting” tense (Fabricius-Hansen & Sæbø, 2004). However, as we will see, 

the Konjunktive II can also be used in reported tense. Alongside these two forms, the normal 

indicative tenses can also be used in the embedded clause. Most linguists will therefore agree 

that even though German grammar offers tense agreement rules, German cannot quite be 

considered as a “normal” SOT language and should be put in a separate category. We will 

later see that this is also our opinion, although we go even further as to say that other 

languages usually considered as canonically SOT languages should be put in this third 

category.  

2.2.5 The Limits of SOT 

(1) Examples 

Let’s have a look at some of the exceptions to the SOT rule. We are going to look at 

some interesting cases and present them along with some more conventional examples in 

order to illustrate their unconventionality: 

(6.a.) She said she would come.  
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(6.b.) She told me this morning that she was in Drammen yesterday.  

If we compare the two examples, it becomes obvious that the two past tenses must be 

interpreted differently: the first one is a common past SOT, the second one must be 

interpreted deictically. The two time intervals in the last example do not overlap, hence no 

simultaneity, and we see the use of a deictic adverbial in the embedded clause.  

(7.a.) She said she would come. 

(7.b.) She said she will come. 

This time it is not only the SOT interpretation which is overruled, but the constraint it should 

impose on the embedded tense morphology itself. The differences between the embedded 

clauses come from the fact that the future tense in the second case is a strongly indexical 

tense; the second proposition is accepted only if the time of her coming is posterior to the 

time of speaking.  

(8.a.) Galileo said that the Sun did not rotate around the Earth. 

(8.b.) Galileo said that the Sun does not rotate around the Earth. 

Once again the second example allowing a present tense where a past tense should be forced 

by the conditions for SOT can be explained by the fact that the reported speech refers to a 

generality or common truth (a so-called double access reading). 

(9.a.) He said that we should go. 

(9.b) He said that we go. 

This time, b. is acceptable due to the underlying “suggestive” modality. 

It would be possible to continue the list but let’s switch to Russian particularities. 

(10.a.) Vse rugali ee i poetomu Tanja plachet.  

(10.b.) Ona skazala, chto ona zhivjot v Moskve. 

A relative interpretation of the tense is not possible in (10.a.) since the second clause is not 

embedded but occurs in a coordinate clause. Hence, (10.a.) is interpreted as “she is still crying 

about it”. 
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While the (10.b.) is the more conventional variant, one could also interpret (10.b.) as “she is 

still living there”; a double access of some sort. This is due to the semantics of the 

imperfective verb “zhit’” which by definition focuses on process, duration, indefiniteness and 

incompletion.  

All these examples are a reminder that all tense theories, SOT included, must allow for 

some interpretative component and be looked at within a context which is a sum of 

syntactical, verbal, adverbial, aspectual elements, as well as subjective to semantics and 

pragmatics to some extent. This dependency on contextual elements has been a source of 

criticism. 

(2) Criticism 

As we saw above, theorists have long debated about the nature, causes and 

consequences of the SOT phenomenon: is it a morpho-syntactic or a semantic phenomenon, a 

tense nullifying mechanism, a cross-linguistic universal phenomenon or not. 

 Others have criticized its existence all together, like Gennari who proposes a uniform 

theory of tenses which can be both applied to non-embedded and embedded tenses. According 

to her, temporal interpretation is easily accounted for if one accepts the fact that tense 

meanings interact with “general facts of grammar such as aktionsart properties”. By doing so, 

we can do away with any “special syntactic mechanism”. 

 Other criticisms do not refute the existence of an SOT interpretation on par with the 

deictic and relative one, but question the idea of SOT vs. non-SOT languages; as we’ve seen 

SOT languages themselves do not always “act” as SOT, so can we really talk about SOT 

languages at all? 

 Finally, other theorists do accept both the existence of SOT and non-SOT languages, 

but have raised questions as to the classification of certain languages. One interesting article 

by Lungu raises the problematic issue of future tense as it would appear that some percentage 

of French adults (this percentage being even higher amongst children) seems to accept a non-

SOT forward-shifted time reference in reported speech; at least on a spoken level (Lungu 

2010).  
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It is all this uncertainty surrounding tense interpretation, more particularly within the 

field of reported speech and SOT, instigated by Lungu’s remarks about the discrepancy within 

the field of French SOT and future tense, coupled with other incentives (which we will detail 

shortly) that led me to the focus of my thesis. 
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3 PART II _ Methodology 

3.1 Type of study 

3.1.1 Scope 

(1) Aim: Study of SOT 

This thesis focuses on forward-shifted time reference in reported speech in a variety of 

languages (Slavic, Germanic and Romance), phenomenon which we intend to study through 

in the angle of SOT; We’re therefore planning on analyzing data retrieved from parallel as 

well as monolingual corpora in order to detect the presence (or absence) of the SOT parameter 

by analysing the morphology of embedded verbs. In order to do so we will need to decide on 

fixed parameters to trigger configurations in which the SOT will, in theory, take effect. Our 

hypothesis is that the classification of a language into the category of either SOT or non-SOT 

is not as clear-cut as one might come to think by looking only at English and Russian. 

(2) Cross and intra-linguistic use of corpora 

Due to the topic of our study (tense interpretation) and due to the characteristics of our 

hypothesis (aiming to prove a difference between theory and practice) an empirical corpus 

based analysis was the most obvious choice. Indeed, maybe due to the contextual 

interpretative element the topic implies, an increasing number of studies of tenses are based 

on parallel corpora (e.g. Grønn & von Stechow 2010), which are easily accessible sources of 

linguistic empirical evidence: they are electronically searchable text collections in one or 

several original languages, which are aligned with their grammatically annotated (tagged) 

translations. Due to the scope of the search involving one primary language (Russian) and 

eight aligned ones, it was, nevertheless, not sufficient to compile statistics and would 

therefore have to be supplied by additional data retrieved from monolingual corpora. 

(3) Qualitative and quantitative analysis 

Temporal interpretation being highly contextually-dependent, we decided that our 

search would involve two steps: 
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1) first step: collecting and analyzing the data qualitatively using PARASOL 

-The ParaSOL corpus, initially called the Regensburg Parallel Corpus and developed from 

2006 to 2013 at the universities of Regensburg and Bern, was our main source of material. It 

is a parallel aligned corpus of translated and original (post war) belletristic texts in Slavic and 

other languages.  

- Thanks to the quality of its material, as well as the opportunity it offers to cross-

linguistically compare a variety of aligned languages, it was found to be the most useful 

source of data. It should provide us with a good overview of the many ways the different 

language groups express forwardshift and might even allow us to identify patterns. 

-Due to our specific querying as well as the number of aligned languages, the corpus might 

yield a restricted quantity of data. It is often the issue with parallel corpora (Grønn & 

Marijanovic 2010). However this offers the advantage of being able to manually sift through 

the restricted quantity of data and conduct a thorough quality check. From a purely practical 

point of view, this quality check will quickly allow us to detect issues with our querying and 

subsequently refine it; from a quantitative point of view, it will allow us to compile exact 

(albeit limited) statistics as we will be able to weed out the “false positives” (e.g. errors due 

to homonyms, conditional clauses) that come with any empirical analysis; either due to 

“tagging” problems or simply due to the obvious limitations of having to query such a rich 

and inventive phenomenon as language. At last but not least, from a linguistic point of view, 

we should be able to detect and comment on interesting phenomena and look at the data in 

context. 

2) In a second step: collecting and analyzing the data qualitatively 

-In the case that the data retrieved in parasol would not be sufficient enough to identify trends 

essential to the testing of our hypothesis, we would conduct an intra-linguistic quantitative 

analysis using monolingual corpora focused on the aspect of the study left undetermined 

after the first querying.  

-We would use the querying method refined in the first search, and despite expecting more 

false positives (due to the fact that we would not have the opportunity to qualitatively check 

the data in context) we expect the amount of data to be sufficient for us a compile statistics 
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and identifying trends as our aim is not to precisely quantify phenomena but solely to detect 

them. 

(4) Choice of forwardshift 

We have already mentioned that the status of the future tense is more ambiguous 

than that of the other tenses due to the fact that it locates an event which has not yet taken 

place; This ambiguity is reflected in its varied grammatical expression (inflection, use of 

auxiliaries) and the reason it has not been as extensively studied in a context of SOT; these 

are some of the reasons which led us to want to study it and maybe contribute to the research 

on SOT in a context of forwardshift. We will be using the term forward-shifted time 

reference as we are not so much interested in the various different ways languages dispose of 

to express futurity as in looking at tense-marking of the embedded verbs.  Finally, it is also 

worth noting that embedded future tense morphemes seem to be less contextually-dependent 

than past tense ones (posteriority, simultaneity, double access) and therefore more suited to a 

corpus-based analysis; that is not to say that their interpretation is entirely unproblematic (as 

the qualitative analysis will show). 

(5) Reported Speech 

Our hypothesis and data-based analysis imply looking the data collected and detecting 

a morphological agreement between matrix and embedded verbs under certain conditions 

favorable to the activation of the SOT rule: embedded verb must be located in a dependent 

complement clause under a past tensed matrix verb.  

In order for our study to respect these conditions, we had to narrow down our search 

to complements under past tense attitude verbs. For practical reasons, given the scope of our 

field of research, we decided to focus only on one attitude verb, i.e. on the verbum dicendi to 

say,  говорить/сказать.  

(6)  Choice of primary language 

This is a good opportunity to reestablish the fact that our primary language queried for 

in the parallel corpus will be Russian. First of all because our main focus is to look at tense 

interpretation from a Russian point of view; secondly, because we expect Russian to be 
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“neater”, with a syntax and forwardshift easier to query; ParaSOL relies overwhelmingly on 

Slavic original texts. Therefore, using Russian as a primary language is bound to yield more 

as well as more accurate as not all languages presented in the corpus are grammatically 

tagged.  

But before being able to move on to our hypothesis and the practical side of our 

methodology, we need to give an overview of the phenomenon of forwardshifting in the 

languages included in our search; in order to choose and query for parameters allowing us to 

retrieve relevant data. 

3.2 Theory applied to our study 

3.2.1 Semantics versus grammaticalization 

Our theoretical background involved the semantics of temporal meanings, theories and 

interpretations only briefly addressed their grammatical expression. The notion of formal 

constraints (inflection, auxiliaries and morphemes) is however central to SOT as it deals with 

the interpretation of morphological tense markers.  

We’ve also touched on the intrinsic semantic and grammatical link between “aspect” 

and “tense”; and the fact that the former is grammatilized in Russian to make up for its lower 

number of tenses (compared to English for example) unlike in non-Slavic Indo-European 

languages (Drosdov Diez 2004) .As shown in the following example, Russian can play on its 

aspectual pairs in order to translate various temporal forms which its own tense system 

doesn’t possess. 

(10E)Haven’t [pres perfect, indef] I told you he’s not going? (Rowling, Harry Potter 1) 

(10R) Разве я не говорил [impf past, indef], что он не пойдет туда ? 

(11E) I seem to remember telling [progressive pres, indef] you both that I would have 

to expel you (Rowling, Harry Potter 2) 

(11F) Il me semble vous avoir avertis [pres perf, indef] tous les deux  que  je  serais  obligé 

 de vous renvoyer 

 

(11R) Помнится , я говорил [ impf past, indef], что вынужден  буду  исключить  вас    
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(12E) “I said [past, def] I would buy you a racing broom,”said his father (Rowling, Harry 

Potter 2) 

(12R) Я же сказал [ pf past, def] , что куплю тебегоночную метлу 

 

In these examples, we can see how Russian uses its imperfective aspect (10R)/(11R) to match 

a “indefinite” forms of the verb to say (10E)/(11E), in the original text. The French aligned 

translation further confirms the indefiniteness of the English verb form (11F). However, 

Russian uses its perfective form (12R) to translate an English “definite” verb form (12E). 

Modality is also a notion closely linked to tense and aspect and even more so in the 

case of the future tense which, depending on the language, (can) become(s) indistinguishable 

as it expresses both modality (epistemic, deontic, volition) and futurity. Morphemes can 

therefore have different interpretations and are context-dependent; given what we’ve seen, the 

past tense morpheme can either express anteriority, simultaneity and modality, as in she said 

she would [fut aux, past indicative]come versus I would [fut aux, subjunctive]come if I could . 

The main obstacle in our study should be the modal ambiguity of SOT languages, as 

the subjunctive remains restricted to the use of the copula by in Slavic language (or the use of 

a modal), thereby, in theory, clearly indicating the modality of the clause. We will use this 

opportunity to clarify that our study will only look at SOT in the indicative mood.  

3.2.2 Futurity versus forwardshift 

(1) Expressing the future tense 

Despite the simple future tense traditionally being classified amongst indicative tenses 

and its canonical temporal role being to locate an event in time, “the correlation between 

future tense and futurity is not systematic in cross linguistic terms” (Comrie, Dahl 85) as it is 

at the intersection of temporality and modality. 

Futurity can: 

  - 1) be grammaticalized using an inflection or an auxiliary (lexical shifters such as 

will, skal, budet). 
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- 2) be expressed by a vast number of modalities (must, have to) and constructions 

sometimes referred to as “futurates” (such as the present tense in Germanic languages). 

- 3) future tense markers cannot always be interpreted as a forwardshift (e.g 

simulaneity interpretation or modality _speculation, guess, instruction, and conjecture); as in 

the Spanish construction Llegara [synt fut] tarde! _S/he must be late, S/he’ll be late, or s/he 

should be late (Escandell-Vidal 2014:220). 

In the following example (from Grønn & von Stechow 2012: 281), the morphological future 

‘vernetsja’ (will-come-back) in the relative clause does not encode a forwardshift but a 

backshift:  

Odinakovych snov ne byvaet! – skažet im otec, kotoryj uže vernetsja s nočnogo dežurstva– 

Identical dreams do not happen, – their father, who will already have returned from the night 

shift, will say. 

(2) Forwardshift 

The scope of our study focuses solely on future tense markers as indicators of futurity 

(forwardshifters); we will therefore:  

- discard constructions pertaining to 2) (afore mentioned) by querying accordingly 

- choose additional parameters to restrict the scope and chances of 3) situations (false- 

positives); as well as conduct a qualitative check (as previously mentioned) to distinguish the 

embedded future tense marker. 

But mainly: 

- adapt our querying to our primary language (Russian in parasol, other additional in 

case of additional monolingual searches) and its kind(s) of forwardshift: inflection or 

auxiliary. 

In order to decide on which parameters to set, we will now give an overview of the 

future tense and its grammatical expressions in the languages we are focusing on as well as 

adapt it to our scope (past tense matrix). 
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3.2.3 Forwardshift within the scope of our study 

(1) Cross-linguistic account of the forwardshift  

European languages express futurity in vastly different ways. Forwardshifting, 

however, is achieved in two different ways:  1) “morphologically” (using a morphologically 

future inflection) or 2) “semantically” (using an auxiliary or semi-auxiliary that combines a 

semantic forwardshift and present tense morpheme). Of course, this categorization is slightly 

infelicitous as morphological forwardshifts are, by definition, also semantic (in contrast to 

future tense markers which, as we’ve just seen, aren’t automatically). Given the ambiguity of 

the terms we will prefer the terms of Synthetic (1) and Analytic futures (2).  

     Type             

Language 
SYNTHETIC 

ANALYTICAL 

Auxiliary Semi-Auxiliary 

Russian 
X Slavic perfective present 

он прочитает 

X Slavic copular construction 

он будет читать 
0 

Polish 
X Slavic perfective present 

On przeczyta 

XX Slavic copular construction 

On  będzie czytał,  będzie czytac 
0 

English 0 

XXDevolitive construction/ 

Germanic de-obligative 

He will/shall read 

XDe-andative contruction 

He is going to read 

Norwegian 0 

XXDevolitive construction/ 

Germanic de-obligative 

Han vil/skal lese 

XDe-venitive contruction 

Han kommer (til) å lese 

Swedish 0 
XXGermanic de-obligative 

Han skall läsa 

XDe-venitive contruction 

Han kommer att läsa 

Danish 0 

XXDevolitive construction/ 

Germanic de-obligative 

Han vil/skal læse 

XDe-venitive contruction/ 

 

Han kommer (til) å læse 

German 0 
XCircum Baltic ‘become’ 

Er wird lesen 
0 

French 
XRomance inflectional future 

Il lira 
0 

XDe-andative contruction 

Il va lire 

Spanish 
XRomance inflectional future 

El leera 
0 

XDe-andative contruction 

El va a leer 

 

Figure 3. Overview of forwardshifted time-reference in the languages studied in this thesis (Dahl 1995) 
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Comments: 

- Conventions: As a convention, in the analysis part of this study, the morphological tenses 

are going to be written in small letters, while the semantic ones in CAPITAL letters) 

- Synthetic future tenses: 

- Romance inflectional futures: (futFUT) 

Romance languages are often said to be the only Indo-European to possess a “real” future 

tense, as they are the only ones to possess a truly inflectional one. Interestingly, a form like 

"lira" (will read) comes from a combination of the stem "lir-" and the present tense of the 

auxiliary "avoir - to have", which here is "a". So, the Romance simple future started out as an 

analytic auxiliary construction, but has now become an inflectional category.  

- Slavic synthetic futures: Reinterpreted perfective presents: (pf+pres => futFUT) 

In the theory section we explained how aspects and tenses are semantically and 

grammatically linked: due to the semantics and the meaning of aspect theory, a perfective, 

and therefore by definition eventive, definite, completed event could hardly be interpreted as a 

present tense. “The role of the perfective aspect is to forward shift the reference time and to 

locate it (right) after the speech time, hence deriving the future time reference “(Blaszczak, 

Jablonska et al 2014: 166). Therefore, in Slavic languages, in 99% of the cases, a present 

tense morpheme combined with a perfective aspect verb is reinterpreted into not only a 

semantic future but a future tense morpheme. We can see an example of this in the aligned 

translations of the English original Analytic future: 

(13E) What d' you mean, she won’t [fut aux] wake? (Rowling, Harry Potter 2) 

(13R) Почему ты говоришь , что она не очнется[pf pres =>pf fut] ? 

(13P) Co to znaczy , że ona się nie obudzi [pf pres =>pf fut] ? 

(13G) Was meinst du damit, sie wird [fut aux] nicht aufwachen? 

(13F) Qu’est- ce que vous voulez dire par « Elle ne se réveillera [synt fut] pas » ? 
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ANALYTIC 

-  Two types of auxiliaries  (semantic forwardshift + morphological presens = futFUT) 

We are dealing with two different kinds of auxiliaries, a more classical one (will, wird, vil, 

budet) and others called “semi-auxiliaries” (va, kommer, is going)  

The more “classical” ones can be deconstructed the same way as will which is 

morphologically analyzed as “a combination of present and future morphology represented as 

Pres [woll] (…) Semantically, woll is interpreted as an operator shifting the evaluation time 

into the future” (Gennari 2003:39).  

The semi-auxiliaries, the like of "kommer (til) å VP", can also be considered a lexical forward 

shift. The motion verb is void of its normal motion meaning and is only used for future 

reference of the infinitive VP. 

The difference between the two kinds is quite hard to capture formally. If we take the example 

of the Norwegian “vil VP” and “kommer til å VP”, in both cases we have a lexical shifter 

which induces forward shifted time reference. The former expression, however, is both more 

common and shorter (more economical) and therefore more prone to be considered a 

grammaticalization of future tense in Norwegian.  And, importantly, it combines directly with 

a bare infinitive, while "kommer" requires both the preposition "til" and the infinitival marker 

"å".  

As for semantics, linguists are also debating whether they differ in meaning; most agree that 

the semi-auxiliaries are “near futures” and therefore can only be used to express an event not 

too far located in time form the point of reference (Gougenheim 1971). However this situation 

is evolving, in some languages (like Spanish) even more rapidly than others as we will see in 

the quantitative analysis (Escandell-Vida 2014). 

- Different levels of grammaticalization 

Despite vil being considered the grammaticalization of future tense in Norwegian, it 

remains an analytical future and as such is not grammaticalized to the same degree as, say, the 

simple future in French (e.g., "lira"). However it is interesting to note that even analytical 

futures appear to present different levels of grammaticalization: the Russian analytical future, 

for example, appears somewhat more grammaticalized than vil and the English will since the 
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former - the budet-auxiliary - also comes with a subcategorization feature, i.e., the 

requirement that the infinitive VP bears imperfective aspect. There are no similar conditions 

put on the infinitive after will/vil. 

- Slavic vs Germanic vs Slavic 

Another difference is that the Slavic budet /bedzie can only be conjugated in the present tense 

(their past tense form can be seen more as a copula than a real past tense paradigm); unlike 

the Germanic auxiliaries which like would can be “analyzed as a combination of past and 

future morphology Past [woll]” (Gennari 2003: 49). This difference of flexibility between the 

Slavic and the Germanic auxiliaries seems to be one of the reasons why Slavic languages are 

non-SOT. It is interesting to note that the Romance verbal system is considerably richer and 

that their auxiliaries can be conjugated in evern more tenses (present, past simple, past 

perfect, future, conditional etc...). 

- Russian vs Polish 

As one last additional remark, I will add that Polish is similar to Russian, but 

possesses a second analytic future: one working the same way as in Russian byt’ + infinitive, 

the other byt’ + L-participle. The latter form seems to be redundant as the two analytical 

forms are synonymous. Linguists are still struggling to understand such a redundancy 

(Blaszczak, Jablonska et al 2014). 

(2) Past matrix embedded future 

(a)  In general 

From a practical point of view, the aim of our study comes down to observing whether 

forwardshifted embedded verbs (described in a neutral deictic context above) present an 

additional past tense marker (or not) in a situation of past reported speech. Let us look back at 

the first examples presented as typical of our study. 
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(1R) Да он же сказал [pf-past], что заседание не состоится [pf-fut] (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita). 

(1P) powiedział [pf-past], że zebranie się nie odbędzie [pf-fut] 

(1E) But he did say [past] the meeting wouldn't [fut aux, past] take place  

 

As we can see, in theory, this should be the case in SOT languages (1E), not in non-SOT 

languages (1R), (1P); and the gathered data would, therefore, not include the English future 

time referring expression will [present[woll]]+infinitive, but would[past[woll]]+ infinitive.  

(b) Special tenses:  

French, Spanish and German possess special tenses used for the very purpose of 

reporting/transmitting a message stated by another interlocutor. By definition, the speaker 

cannot be 100% sure of the veracity of what he is stating and we will therefore see that these 

tenses are closely linked to the domain of irrealis. Furthermore, the use of these tenses, is not 

compulsory and the speaker can choose to use them or not, thereby modulating their degree of 

neutrality towards the claim (degree usually translated using other modifiers such as adverbs 

like “allegedly” in other languages). 

Romance languages 

The French and Spanish verbal tenses translated as conditionals, also referred to as 

“future in the past” (future dans le passé, futuro en el pasado), are closely linked to indirect 

discourse; they can be deconstructed and their morphology temporally interpreted. Due to 

their history, the conditional tenses are said to being formed by adding a past tense paradigm 

to a future tense root. Let’s have a look at our typical French and Spanish examples 

corresponding to the examples above. 

(1F) Il avait bien dit [past perfect], pourtant, que la réunion n’aurait [cond] pas lieu  

(1S) Dijo [aorist] que la reunión no tendría [cond] lugar  

In these examples, under a past tense matrix, the embedded verbs aurait and tendría can both 

be analyzed as fut+past=FUT; a past morpheme is added to the future one and the SOT 

parameter can therefore be said to have taken effect. Now, let’s look at the following ones: 
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(14R) сказала бчто она отравит хза агеъ Латунсккогою (Bulgakov, Master i Margarita) 

(14E) She said she would [fut aux, past] poison Latunsky. 

 

(14F) Elle déclara qu’elle allait [fut aux, past] empoisonner Latounski. 

 

And 

 

(15R) Он сказал, что сейчас они сойдут [pf fut]  по горному отрогу в долину и будут  

разыскивать тамтрюфели . (Eco, Ill Nome Della Rosa) 

(15E) He told me he was going [fut aux, past] to descend along the mountain 

slopes, and into the valley, to hunt for truffles.  

(15S) Me dijo que iban [fut aux, past]  a  buscar trufasen las laderas de las montañas y 

en el valle. 

 

We can see that (14F) allait + INF and (15E) iban + INF as well as (1F) aurait and (1S) 

tendría, all express future in the past. The only difference comes from the fact that, just as 

Romance languages possess two futures: one simple and one periphrastic, they possess two 

futures in the past, one simple and one periphrastic. However, as previously mentioned, the 

conditional morphology does not only bear a temporal but also a modal interpretation. Let’s 

look at the following examples: 

 (11E) I seem to remember telling you both that I would [past aux, mod] have to expel you 

(Rowling, Harry Potter 2) 

(11F) Il me semble vous avoir avertis tous les deux  que  je  serais  [cond, mod] obligé 

 de vous renvoyer 

(11R) Помнится , я говорил, что вынужден  буду [mod + fut aux] исключить  вас    

 

(16R) Лиходеев звонил примерно водиннадцать часов, сказал, что придет [pf fut]  

примерно через полчаса (Bulgakov, Master i Margarita) 

(16E) Likhodeev had called at around eleven, said he’d [past aux] come in half an hour 

(16F) Likhodieïev avait téléphoné vers onze heures pour dire qu’il serait [cond]  là dans 

une demi - heure  

 

(16S) Lijodéyev había llamado sobre las once, diciendo que llegaría [cond] enseguida  
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Just as we talked about in the case of the English would being either temporal (16E) or modal 

(11E) we can see that we must be careful not to confuse the French modal/temporal 

homonymes in (11F) and (16F). 

 

German 

We’ve seen how French possesses a special tense “future in the past”. German goes 

even further. The Konjunktive I  is purely an indirect discourse tense which, despite its name, 

cannot be considered as being genuinely modal (unlike the subjunctive II), as shown in the 

following examples:   

(17R) Но она сказала , что она сама возьмет [pf fut] мне билет. (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita) 

(17E) But she said she would [fut aux, past] buy me the ticket herself. 

(17G) Sie aber erklärte, daß sie mir die Fahrkarte kaufen werde [konj fut I]  . 

 

The German case is more challenging than with the clearly identifiable conditional 

morphology in Romance.  

The Konjunktive II is the real modalized verb form which functionally ressembles the 

French subjunctive. However, despite their theoretically different uses, the distinction 

between the two German Konjunktives is becoming more and more blurred, as the Konj II is 

slowly replacing the Konj I (Provôt 2009).  Thus, just as the conditionals in Romance, the 

German special reported speech is also often ambiguous. 

(18G) Es hätte [konj II, mod] mich nicht so geschmerzt, wenn er gesagt hätte [konj II , 

mod], er würde [konj fut II] Kommunist (Böll, the Clown) 

 

(18R) Мне не было бы [subj] так больно, если бы он сказал [subj] , что станет [pf fut] 

коммунистом. 

 

The above example is interesting as it points to the ambivalence of the Konjunлtive II 

which is both used as a real subjunctive hätte (geschmertzt), hätte (gesagt) and as a reported 

future tense würde in one and the same contextWe can here clearly see the benefits of a cross-
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linguistic comparison in determining which interpretation, temporal or modal, to give the verb 

forms as the Russian unambiguously differentiates its subjunctive forms (было бы , сказал  

бы) from its reported speech (станет). 

To summarize, French, Spanish and German all possess special reporting tenses which 

are temporally and modally ambiguous; however, whereas the Romance ones can be 

deconstructed into identifiable morphemes, the two German Konjunktives cannot.  

3.3 Hypothesis 

3.3.1 Previous assumptions 

(1)  SOT versus non SOT 

 We’ve mentioned how a general consensus exists among linguists to categorize a 

language as either SOT or not SOT. Within the IndoEuropean languages that we are studying, 

the classification looks as follow:  

Group 1_SOT:  English, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, French, Spanish, and German 

(although the latter is considered a “non/traditional SOT language”) 

Groupe 2_non SOT: Russian, Polish 

 As we’ve mentioned, the SOT rule does not take effect 100% of the times in the SOT 

languages either, but it is the most widespread phenomenon and the exceptions to the rule are 

generally well accounted for. On the contrary, non/SOT can be said to never trigger the SOT 

rule as they do not possess it. A mechanism cannot be activated if it doesn’t exist. 

(2)  Practical implications 

What would be the practical implications of this theory if one were to test it using our 

methodology? In the situation of a dependent clause under past tense Matrix: (Please note that 

we are not yet including the French, Spanish and German special tenses) 
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-Group 1: The SOT parameter would take effect and transform the embedded verb by 

changing the present tense morpheme coupled with the semantic forwardshifting (semi-) 

auxiliary into a past tense one. Only the analytical forms would remain. 

-Group 2: these embedded verbs would not experience any shift and would remain as they 

are in the independent clause: either syntactic or analytical futures. 

3.3.2 Our hypothesis 

(1)  Third group 

Our intention is not so much to disprove this theory as to improve it. Our hypothesis is 

indeed that the partition between SOT and non/SOT languages is not as clear cut as the 

generally approved theory claims it to be and that German is not the only language whose 

status (with regards to SOT) is ambiguous; at least in the context of forwardshifting time 

reference in reported speech. One should therefore create a third group in which to put the 

languages that seem to alternate between behaving as SOT and behaving as non/SOT: 

German, French and Spanish.  But before further looking into the practical implication and 

application of this hypothesis, let’s go back to the reasons that made us propose this 

hypothesis. 

(2)  Reasons 

 As already mentioned here and there in the thesis, many different reasons led us to 

propose the drawing up of a separate third category.  

As far as German is concerned, the choice is rather obvious and non/controversial. 

We’ve already seen that the German verbal system within indirect discourse is rather 

ambiguous and chaotic. A lot of different forms are competing:  

- whereas the Konj fut I should, in theory, be used to express reported speech, it is 

often being replaced by the Konj fut II. 

 - it is not unusual to leave the original indicative future tense in the embedded 

clause; it very much depends on the context and syntax which itself is chaotic and flexible.  
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- Adding to the diversity is the quality of the German present tense which can be seen 

as an “extended present”. 

 Let us move on to the less obvious choices.  The reasons that made me want to 

investigate the French and Spanish future tenses in embedded clauses further are:  

- the diversity of these languages’ verbal system. Not only do they possess both 

morphological and semantic ways to express the future: they also, like German, possess a 

- “reported speech” tense, the conditional. I wondered if this variety of options would 

create ambiguity in a similar way as in German.  

- the fact that the use of the periphrastic form seems to be spreading beyond its 

original use (near future) and that the French perfect tense is also evolving and being 

reinterpretated led me to think that also the Romance languages are evolving and therefore, 

arguably, more flexible and unstable than pure SOT langauges.. I was wondering whether 

this evolution in verbal morphology of certain tenses could affect the phenomenon of SOT, 

under forwardshift conditions at the very least.  

- the phenomenon of SOT in French seems to already be losing some grip at it is no 

longer (or only to some very restricted extent) applied under the subjunctive mood.  

- a study of Lungu about future time reference amongst French children  is 

questioning whether SOT is as compulsory as it is sometimes claimed to be  (Lungu 2010). 

All these reasons led me to want to investigate the question of SOT especially under 

forwardshifting time reference as the future tense seems to not only be ambiguous but also 

seems to be one of the tenses evolving the most and therefore, maybe, bringing some added 

instability into the picture. 

(3) Reported speech tenses  

Before looking at the final formulated hypothesis and at how to apply it, one last task 

remains: how to treat the reported speech tenses we looked at in the previous section: how to 

incorporate them into the statistics and into the study. 

There are many theories pertaining to the classification of tenses; the first, rather 

simple grammar school book type includes the conditional and subjunctive (and Konjunktive) 
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in the language classification of primitive tenses. This view is rejected by most theorists who 

argue that both the conditional and subjunctive are moods and must therefore be left out and 

put in a different category and they cannot be morphologically analyzed the same ways as the 

other “primitive” tenses. If that had been the theory I had chosen, my statistics would have 

had to “leave out” all the conditional and konjunktive hits and label them as “undetermined”.   

The variant I decided to use in my thesis considers that there are only three primitives 

tenses, past, present and future; however some tenses, like the French and Spanish 

conditionals can be deconstructed into “two primitive morphemes” (past and future) and 

therefore be taken in account in the statistics. Others, like the German konjunktives, are not to 

be deconstructed into identifiable parts and must therefore be left out of the SOT statistics as 

their status is left “undetermined”. I will, however, take the latter into account in my 

forwardshift statistics.  

As a last aside on these special tenses, an interesting question is whether these tenses 

shift the balance of the statistics. Indeed, due to their prevalence in French and Spanish, and 

due to the fact that I decided to include them with the SOT statistics, one might wonder if 

Romance languages may not, indeed, be traditional SOT: it will be interesting to answer this 

question as well as to look at the proportions of Synthetic tenses versus Analytic SOT in 

French and Spanish. 

3.3.3 Hypothesis applied to corpora based study 

Our hypothesis is that when expressing forwardshifted time reference in reported 

speech,  the embedded verb is either interpreted as SOT in the languages commonly referred 

to as SOT, Group 1, or interpreted  as non-SOT in the languages commonly referred to as 

non-SOT, Group 2. However some languages seem to not clearly belong to either group and 

can be said to be forming a third group 3, both SOT and non-SOT. With the languages being 

sorted out as follow: 

Group 1 English, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish 

Group 2 Russian, Polish 

Group 3 German, French, Spanish 
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MATRIX VP EMBEDDED VB 

GROUP 

1 

Past Tense 

=pastPAST 

                                            SOT 
Analytical futures in the past: 

=past tense auxiliaries + infinitives 

 

Eg: WOULD   (  past    fut aux ) 
                             SOT relative tense forward-shift 

            VILLE     (  past     fut aux ) 
                                            SOT relative tense forward-shift 

        SKULLE  (  past     fut aux ) 
                                            SOT relative tense forward-shift 

GROUP 

2 

Past Tense 

=pastPAST 

                                         Non-SOT 
Synthetic &Analytical futures: 

=pres tense aux + INF & future inflection 

=pf+pres=>futFUT & fut+presFUT 

Eg : BUDET   (pres  fut aux) 
                                 relative tense forward-shift 

           SKAZHET  ( pf+pres= fut) 
                                     relative tense forward-shift 

GROUP 

3 

Past Tense 

=pastPAST 

                      SOT 

Synthetic & Analytical futures                       

in the past: 

=past tense aux + INF & 

conditionals 

 
Eg:  

SERAIT (past   fut stem) 
                       SOT relative tense forward-shift 

SERÍA (past   fut stem) 
                       SOT relative tense forward-shift 

ALLAIT ÊTRE (past  fut aux) 
                       SOT relative tense forward-shift 

IBA A SER  (past  fut aux) 
                       SOT relative tense forward-shift 

 

 

             Non-SOT 

Synthetic & Analytical futures: 

=pres tense aux + INF & future 

inflections

 
Eg : 

SERA (fut) 
        relative tense forward-shift 

SERÉ (fut) 
     relative tense forward-shift 

WIRD (pres   aux fut) 
                             relative tense forward-shift 

VA ÊTRE (pres  fut aux) 
                             relative tense forward-shift 

VA A SER (pres fut aux) 

                             relative tense forward-shift

 

              Undetermined : 
=Kon fut I & II 

WERDE (? Aux fut) 
Undetermined 
WÜRDE (? Aux fut) 
Undetermined 
 

 

Figure 4 . Forward-shift under past: expectations 
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3.4 Methodology pat IV Data Retrieval 

3.4.1 Choice of parameters 

We have seen that some languages use both kinds of futures, synthetic and analytic, 

and both kinds are involved in SOT and non-SOT results: therefore, the use/no use of the 

auxiliary criterion alone cannot be used to predict the presence /absence of the SOT 

mechanism. However, its property (type of auxiliary, tense uses, interpretation) seems to play 

an important role for SOT; and from a methodological point of view, it also offers a way to 

query for and organize the data collected.  We’ve therefore designed a general language-

netural template, which we will use for the data mining. 

MATRIX VERB FIXED EMBEDDED VERB 

MOOD AUXILLIARY TENSE COMMA CONJUNCTION INTERVAL AUXILLIARY TENSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INDICATIVE 

NONE 

Present ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

Present 

Past ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Past 

Future ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Future 

YES 

Present ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

YES 

Present 

Past ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Past 

Future ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Future 

SEMI 

Present ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

SEMI 

Present 

Past ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Past 

Future ‘’ ‘’ ‘’ Future 

 

Figure 5. general data retrieval template 

This template simply indicates:  

- The use of fixed parameters: _the mood (Indicative),_the syntax (Main clause+ 

embedded complement clause), _the presence of two verbs (one matrix, one 

embedded),_intervals in order to restrict the amount of irrelevant data while querying 

for different kind of sentences. 

- The use of variables: the possibility for both finite verbs to be synthetic or analytical 

(use of inflection, auxiliary, semi-auxiliary), and use different tenses.  

Once again, this is a template which will need to be adapted to our focus (Matrix: verbum 

dicendi, past, with/without auxiliary; fixed: conjunction, Interval: 10; Embedded: Forward 
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shift, with/without auxiliary etc) as well as to the primary language (Russian: Matrix: 

Imperfective/perfective; fixed: chto –that- conjunction etc; as well as other potential primary 

languages while using monolingual corpora). Please note that for Russian as our primary 

language, we decided not only to query for a Matrix past tense but also additional tenses and 

moods, in the hope of widening our perspective on forwardshifting in the Russian language. 

Appendix 1: Russian data retrieval template. 

3.4.2 Querying for the parameters  

In our previous methodology section, we described our “two  steps” search method 

which entails conducting a qualitative analysis in order to get a general overview of the 

phenomena of forwardshifting and SOT in context, using a parallel corpus; and then a 

quantitative analysis in order to compile statistics of the phenomena previously detected, 

thereby getting a better idea of general trends, using monolingual corpora (when necessary). 

We only described our parallel corpus, ParaSOL as it will be our main source of 

material; however we will see that other monolingual corpora are going to be used. Most of 

these differ from one another by their method of querying and some are easier to query than 

others. We will only mention the two corpora for which we used Russian as a primary 

language: 

- Parasol, which relies on the CQP querying for the form: 

e.g. Query 21:  

Matrix: Skazat’ [pf past]; [,]; [conjunction: chto]; [interval:0-10] Embedded: [pf fut]  

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

- RNC (the Russian National Corpus) which is more-user friendly as one only has to choose 

different search terms from a list (Skazat’ +Verb+ perfective+ past + all personsall numbers+ 

comma + conjunction  etc…) 

Look at Appendix 2: Parasol Querying_Russian Primary Language for a full description 

of our querying process. 
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4 PART IV _ Evaluation of the 

data 

 

We are first going to look at the results gathered from ParaSOL in our qualitative 

analysis and then move on to the quantitative part of our analysis (based on additional 

material gathered using several monolingual corpora). 

4.1 Qualitative Analysis 

The results will be presented along with some typical hits; we will then move on to the 

qualitative intra-linguistic analysis and look at the results for each language in context and 

describe some interesting hits; we will finally conclude with the qualitative cross-linguistic 

analysis, introducing a few comments about the search from a Russian perspective, some last 

interesting hits and conclude on the methodology. 

Appendix 3: Parasol _results_Overview 

4.1.1 Intralinguistic analysis 

(1)  Russian 

Russian being used as a primary language in this study, we actively queried for 

synthetic and analytic future tenses; we can therefore only comment on the ratio of these two. 

It would seem that Russian uses the Synthetic future variant in 82,8% of the cases and the 

Analytic future variant 17,2% of the time. In some cases, however, we only entered main 

clause parameters and decided to go through the results manually in order to look for 

alternative forward-shifted constructions used to express future time reference (as it is the 

case in other European languages) that might have been left out due to the original querying; 

but the results only further confirmed that Russian seems very predictable and constant in the 

ways it expresses forward shift.  
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We found 100% of non-SOT occurrences which, once again, was to be expected as, 

according to the theory, the two forms queried for are under formal constraints which don’t 

allow them to carry a past tense morpheme. 

However, the analysis shows that the Russian future tenses, despite being predictable 

and less modally and temporally ambiguous, remains somehow context-bound.  

Let’s now move on to some interesting hits. 

No re-interpretation, i.e. no forwardshift 

In the theory section, we looked at how the interaction between aspects and tenses 

leads, in 99% of the cases, to the re-interpretation of a present tense morpheme combined 

with perfective aspect not only as a semantic future but as a future tense morpheme. However, 

there are exceptions in which this reinterpretation is not possible and even the Russian 

perfective present seems to vary according to the context. 

Quite interestingly, yet not surprisingly, one such exception occurs in a situation of 

“general truth” or gnomic statement; in such cases the present tense morpheme is retained, 

and reflects the present tense which is used by SOT languages under similar conditions (i.e. 

lack of SOT/exception to rule).  

This often happens when the embedded perfective present is embedded in either a 

protasis or apodosis, (Bracquenier 2012), as in the following example: 

(19R) Ты же говорил [impf past],  что  вечный  кайф  если  раз  вставит ,  то  потом 

уже не  кончится [pf pres] никогда (Pelevin, Capaev I Pustota) 

(19P) Mówiłeś [impf past] przecie, że w wieczny haj jak się raz wejdzie , to _ [zero copula; 

covert present] już  na  zawsze. 

(19G) Hattest [past perfect]du  nicht  gesagt ,  wenn  man  einmal  drauf  ist  auf  

dem ewigen Trip , daß man dann nie wieder runterkommt [pres]?  

Cross-linguistics is useful in these cases of morphological ambiguity as the aligned 

languages can serve as indicators as to whether the morpheme should be reinterpreted or not 

(and in the latter case be discarded by the statistics). The lack of forwardshift in the parallel 

languages (especially in Polish whose structure is usually close to the Russian) points towards 
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the lack of forwardshift in the Russian version as well; so do the Polish covert present in 

(19P) and the German use of the present tense in (19G).  

Further contextual temporal intra-linguistic clues, such as никогда_never_ or the use 

of a matrix imperfect tense in (19R), are also useful as they both generally would reflect the 

habitual, indefinite character of the sentence.   

Russian Conditional clauses  

Let’s now look at another interesting example: 

(20R) Они говорят , что если не удастся [pf fut]  установить  контакт,  то,  изучая  

плазму  _ все эти бредовые  живые  города,  выскакивающие  на  сутки,  чтобы  потом 

 исчезнуть,  мы хотя бы раскроем[pf fut] тайну материи .(Lem, Solaris) 

(20G)Sie waren der Meinung , daß selbst dann, wenn es nicht gelingt[pres], Kontakt aufzuneh

men , wir durch dasStudium dieses Plasmas aller dieser irrsinnigen lebendigen Städte, die aus 

im  

für einen Taghervorbrechen , um wieder zu verschwinden, daß wir selbst dann das Geheimnis

 der Materie besser kennen lernen [pres].  

Even though our study doesn’t focus on conditional clauses, one interesting remark 

can be made about the use of Russian tenses looking at this example: Indeed, an “agreement 

like” relation between the verbs of the protasis and apodosis seems to exist; as in (20R) 

Удастся/раскроем, both perfective futures.  However, one cannot talk of agreement per se as 

neither form influences that of the other: It is what Bracquenier calls accordance (as opposed 

to concordance) (2012) and what Grønn & Von Stechow (2012) refer to as “tense 

harmonization”, i.e. a tendency for “tense harmony between the matrix and adjunct” (Grønn, 

Von Stechom 2012: 270).  The same tense is simply used to encode a relation of causality 

between the two (e.g, in (20R), the two futures express a potential cause-effect relation not yet 

taken place). 
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New construction: covert future 

(21R) Косоглазый ясно сказал [pf past], что если не послушаешь – [covert fut] в морду . 

(Ostrovsky, Kak zakalyalas’ stal’) 

(21G) Der Schieläugige hatte [past perfect] ja  klar und deutlich gesagt  : Gehorchst du nicht, 

so bekommst [pres] du  eine gelangt. 

Even if this hit doesn’t match our parameters, it is interesting as it seems to point to a 

new construction to express futurity. Indeed, the consequent clause appears to present a 

“covert future” (“v mordu” – in your face). 

(2)  Polish 

For Polish, the results gathered from Parasol seem more than sufficient as, as 

expected, Polish forwardshift seems to work in a very similar way to the Russian. Polish too 

uses its Synthetic variant the most, 86.2% against 13.6% according to our statistic and is 

100% non-SOT. 

Use of modals 

It would seem that the use of modals is more frequent in Polish than in Russian; as in 

the following example: 

(22R)  Думбльдор  сказал [pf past], что Гарри будет [aux fut] жить  у  дядьки  с  теткой  . 

(Rowling, Harry Potter 3) 

(22P) Dumbledore powiedział [pf past], że Harry ma [pres,mod] być u ciotki i wuja.  

 In these instances, Russian forwardshift is not kept and the Polish hits do not fit our 

template: Polish used the modal construction ma byc twice, and once musi. 

(3)  English 

Once again the results gathered from parasol seem satisfying enough and match our 

expectations; although it is surprising to see that, despite the many ways English possesses to 

express futurity, only two types are present in the results, 84% of the time the neutral future in 

the past would, and 16% of the time the de-andative construction denoting near future be 

going to + infinitive. 
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Furthermore, we didn’t encounter any exception to the rule of SOT (such as general 

truths in the present); as a result, the statistics compiled confirms 100% SOT hits. 

Interpretation of the perfect tense 

We’ve talked about “past tense matrix” without defining it more precisely as the 

Russian past tense used as primary language is morphologically and interpretatively 

unambiguous. However, given the results, it seems that this parameter requires some more 

precision. Indeed, in English, the present perfect tense, despite being used as a translation of 

the Russian past tense, unlike its German and French equivalent which typically behaves like 

simple past, can only be interpreted as a morphological present tense. The hits in which it is 

used as a matrix verb, therefore, do not fit the parameters of our study as the present perfect in 

English cannot trigger  SOT with an embedded past. 

(23E) "Haven’t [pres perf] I told you he's [pres] not going ?" (Rowling, Harry Potter 1)  

(23R) Разве я не говорил [imp past] , что он не пойдет [pf fut ]туда ? 

(23G) "Hab [pres perf] ich Ihnen nicht gesagt, der Junge bleibt [pres] hier?" 

(23F) Je vous ai [pres perf] déjà dit qu'il n’ira [synt fut] pas là - bas   

 Interestingly, however, the embedded present in (23E), has been suggested by Grønn 

& von Stechow (2010) to be an SOT phenomenon after all; in this case a “present under 

present” agreement.  

False-positive: modal interpretation of would 

Surprisingly enough, we only encountered 2 modal homonyms of the future in the past 

would. We would like to remind the reader of the example we used to warn about the 

potential modal reading of the Romance conditional tenses. In the example, given once again 

below, we can see that the English auxiliary would should also be given a modal instead of a 

temporal interpretation.  

(11E) I seem to remember telling you both that I would [aux past, mod] have to expel you 

(Rowling, Harry Potter 2) 

(11F) Il me semble vous avoir avertis tous les deux  que  je  serais [cond, mod] obligé 

de vous renvoyer 

 

(11R) Помнится, я говорил, что вынужден  буду [fut aux, mod] исключить  вас    
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The main clue is that the Russian past matrix is aligned with an English present tense 

which could not have triggered the SOT rule; from a cross linguistics point of view, the 

presence of a German modal confirms that interpretation. 

(4)  Mainland Scandinavian languages 

Parasol did not yield too many hits for the Scandinavian languages due to the 

restricted number of texts contained in the database. However, despite not being able to 

compile statistics, the hits allowed us to note some interesting points; such as the varied ways 

in which these languages express forwardshift. For example, despite the scarcity of the data, 

three different kinds of constructions were detected in the Norwegian translations: skal, vil, 

and kommer til å. 

 100% of the hits were SOT. 

Adding of modal particles 

The status of the Scandinavian future tense is even more ambiguous as the notion of 

modality can be said to generally take precedence over the temporal one; the temporal/modal 

reading, in theses languages, is therefore even more contextually bound than it is in English. 

This is the reason why the Scandinavian translators often supply their constructions with 

adverbs and particles in an attempt to disambiguate the construction. Quite often, these means 

have no equivalent in other languages encountered in Parasol; where an unambiguous 

temporal or modal tense can be used (Bergvatn 2010). We have an example of this in the 

Swedish aligned translation of the example below: 

(24R) Но учитель сказал [pf past] ,что Господь простит [pf fut] нас  (Eco, Il nome della 

rosa) 

(24E) My master decided [past] the Lord would [aux past] forgive us  

(24S) Mi maestro decidió [aorist] que el Señor nos perdonaría [cond]  

(24N) Min læremester mente [past] derimot at Herren ville [aux past] tilgi oss   

(24Sw) slog [past] min läromästare fast att  Herren  nog  skulle [aux past]   förlåta  oss  
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As we can clearly see in this example, the Swedish example (24Sw) is the only one presenting 

this added particule nog_ probably. 

Interesting hit 

(25R) Скажем [pres fut] , с тем , что я говорю , что он так скажет [pf fut]"  

(25P) Powiedzmy[pres fut] , że powiadam ,że on tak powie[pf fut] 

(25N) «La [hort, pres] oss si at jeg sier at han vil [aux fut, mod] komme [fut aux]  til å 

 si det,»  

(25Sw) "Låt [hort, pres] oss säga att jag menar att han kommer [fut aux] att påstå det"  

(25G)“ „ Sagen [hort, pres] wir“, wich  der Abt diplomatisch aus „ ich meine, daß er es 

behaupte wird [fut aux].  

(25S) Digamos [hort, subj] que digo que él lo dirá [synt fut] 

This hit is interesting due to two constructions:  

- In (25N) the Norwegian future tense construction combines two modals which could 

lead us to think that the first one, vil, actually is a modal, and that the forwardshift comes 

from the “near future” komme. 

- Secondly, it allows us to note one more situation in which the Slavic perfective as 

seen in (25R) and (25P) is not morphologically reinterpreted as a simple future since the 

perfective aspect in this construction is used to express exhortation; a mood expressed using 

the verb “let” in English and Scandinavian (25E), (25N) and (25S), but which requires the 

hortative subjunctive in Romance languages as shown in (25S); once again proving the modal 

ambiguity of the future tense in all languages, even Russian which up to now has seemed less 

ambiguous in that respect. 

 

Differences between the Scandinavian Languages 

All Northern European tense systems can be said to share certain characteristics such 

as a high degree of past grammaticalization, no grammaticalization of aspect and most 

importantly for our study, a very low degree of grammaticalization of the future tense. We can 

however notice minor divergences between Norwegian/Danish and Swedish and these 

divergences mainly focus on the last point, relevant to this study (Dahl 1995). 
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Of the many forms Mainland Scandinavian languages use to express futurity, one 

comes close to be considered as “traditional” future tense: skal. However, as mentioned in our 

section pertained to future tenses within Indo-European languages, we also have a second one 

traditionally considered being the more grammaticalized Norwegian future tense: vil.  This is 

the case in Danish as well and the two are said to differ slightly (skal has the connotation of 

obligation, is more frequent in spoken language etc…) However, it is interesting to note that 

in Swedish, this modal vilja keeps its original modal meaning and cannot be used as a pure 

future auxiliary like skall (Dahl 1995). 

The Swedish hits seem to confirm that fact; and it, therefore, becomes a good cross-

linguistic helping tool when the Norwegian interpretation is slightly more ambiguous; as we 

can see in the following example. Please note the lack of forwardshift in all the translations 

except the Russian one: 

(26R) Ты сам сказал [pf past] , что не станешь [pf fut] преследовать за слабости плоти , 

(Eco, Il nomme della rosa) 

(26P) * sam rzekłeś, ty, który nie chcesz oskarżać mnie  - (relative clause) 

(26E) you said [past] yourself you don't [pres] want to condemn me 

(26N) du sa [past] jo selv nettopp at du ikke ville [past aux, mod] anklage meg  

(26Sw) du sade [past] själv att du inte vill [pres, mod] anklaga mig  

(26G) du hast [pres perfect]  selber gesagt, daß du mich nicht wegen der Schwäche meines 

Fleisches verfolgen willst [pres]  …  

(26S) tú mismo has [pres perfect]  dicho que no quieres [pres] acusarme 

 

Indeed, in this example, despite the shifted Russian embedded verb in the perfective 

future tense in (26R), none of the other aligned languages display the same future. The 

Norwegian (26N) hit is more ambiguous, but a quick look at the Swedish (26Sw) version and 

the presence of the non-ambiguous modal vilja allows us to deduce that the Norwegian should 

also be interpreted as a modal in that situation (albeit in the past tense unlike the Swedish 

one). 
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As a side note, as we will remark later in our cross-linguistic commentaries, the Russian 

primary language seems to quite often present a forward shift absent from the other aligned 

languages (even from Polish).  

(5)  German 

Generally speaking, Parasol provided us with relevant data of very good quality; 

indeed, despite the amount of data being rather restricted, it was surprisingly varied and fitted 

our expectations. All the German tenses which we had expected to see under a past matrix 

came up and in surprisingly equal proportions. Present tense (15,36%), simple future (7,70%), 

Konj fut I (27,9%) and Konj fut II 42,30% and even Konj pres I (7,70%) . We felt obliged to 

include the present tense here as it seems to be used in a wide range of situations to relate 

both to near and not so near future events, in the indicative as well as in the Konjunktive I.  

As expected the German tenses seem to behave both like an SOT and a non-SOT 

language; however, as said above, the statistics won’t allow us to include the Konjunktive 

forms. We can therefore only state that German is a clear non-SOT 26,5% of the time, and 

undetermined 73,5% of the time. 

Reinterpretation 

The parallel corpus gives us the opportunity to look at the present perfect once more, 

this time the German one, which requires yet some more explanation as it is more ambiguous 

than the English one: the hits in which it is used in the matrix must sometimes be taken into 

the statistics, sometimes discarded. This is due to a reinterpretation rule (which we’ve already 

mentioned twice) which had to be introduced as the German past perfect progressively 

evolved to be used as a simple past (morphological past tense); (Löbner 2002). This is also 

the case with the French one as we will see shortly. We’ve seen that the (re)interpretation of 

the present perfect as a past is essential to the phenomenon of SOT as we can say that, just 

like in the case of the Russian perfective present reinterpretation as a future, it influences us to 

include a vast majority of cases which fit  the past tense matrix SOT parameter. However, the 

qualitative Parasol analysis allowed us to detect one exception in which the German verb 

form couldn’t be reinterpreted and therefore had to be discarded as a past matrix: such an 

interpretation can be influenced by contextual clues such as adverbs or in our case thanks to 
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the cross-linguistic analysis as the English original points to a morphological present tense. 

Indeed, let’s go back to a former example: 

(23E) “Haven’t [pres perf] I told you he ' s [pres ]not going ?" (Rowling, Harry Potter 1)  

(23R) Разве я не говорил [imp past] , что он не пойдет [pf fut] туда? 

(23G) "Hab [pres perf] ich Ihnen nicht gesagt, der Junge bleibt [pres] hier?" 

(23F) Je vous ai [pres perf] déjà dit qu’il n ' ira [synt fut] pas là - bas    

The English present perfect tense in (23E) clearly indicates that the matrix verb is 

morphologically present. Its presence indicates the right interpretation for the ambiguous 

German and French equivalents in (23G) and (23F). Sine the matrix verb in (23G) is then, 

exceptionally, interpreted as a real present perfect, the same type of SOT (present under 

present) holds also for this German example, as we noted above for English. (However, 

‘present under present’ is not treated in this thesis). 

This differs from the next example in which it receives the more common “morphologically 

past” interpretation. 

(27R) Сказала [pf past] , что передам [pf fut] что - то очень важное . (Lema, Vizja 

lokalna) 

(27G) Habe [pres perfect] ihm  nur gesagt,  dass  ich ihm etwas sehr Wichtiges zu erzählen  

hätte [konj fut II].  

 

Present tense 

Although we are only looking at forwardshifted time reference, it is interesting to see 

that a lot of the German hits came up as present tense 23,06% (Which is the reason why we 

included it in this qualitative section although we won’t in the quantitative one). This is 

probably due to the semantics of the German present tense which can be seen as an “extended 

interval”. That means that is  used to describe situations for which, in other languages, one 

might have to use a  near  – or even rather distant future.; as shown in the following example 

where the German translation is the only one not to be explicitly forwardshifted but occurs in 

the present tense (of the reported tense, konjunktive I): 
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(28R) и сказал [pf past], что пойдет [pf fut]  со мной путешествовать  (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita) 

(28P) i oświadczył [pf past] , że pójdzie[pf fut]  ze mną na wędrówkę 

(28E) and said [past] he would [fut aux, past] go journeying with me . .  

(28G) und sagte [past], er wolle [kon pres I]  mit mir ziehen  

(28F) et m’a dit que désormais, il voyagerait [cond] avec moi      

(28S) y dijo [aorist] que iría [cond] a viajar conmigo.  

Let’s now move on to another focus of this thesis, the presence or not of non-SOT 

occurrences in the French and Spanish results 

(6)  French  

Parasol provided us with good quality albeit insufficient data to confidently infirm or 

confirm our hypothesis; indeed, the number of hits was not significant enough for us to draw 

SOT/non-SOT statistics from them. The main expected forwardshifted constructions are 

indeed present, in a great majority the conditional tense (9 hits), followed by the near future in 

the past, (past analytical future) (2 hits), and even one ambiguous simple future hit.  This 

means that we will have to search further and supply our research with the use of a 

monolingual corpus. 

Reinterpretation 

We’ve talked about how the German perfect tense was often to be reinterpreted as a 

morphological past. This is even more the case with the French present perfect which has 

been replacing and is often used instead of the former passé simple, even in a corpus of 

literary texts like Parasol (Bergvatn 2010). Indeed, a quick intra and cross linguistic analysis 

allowed us to confirm that all but one of the 7 present perfects used in our search (versus 2 

conventional simple pasts) could be reinterpreted as morphological past tenses. That would 

imply that the verb embedded under a present perfect should, following the theory we are 

trying to disprove, abide by the SOT rule and take a past tense marker (conditional or near 

future in the past); this is indeed the case in all of the hits we looked at. 
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 (29R) Говорил [impf past], что Клавдия Петровна ничего не узнает [pf fut] (Bulgakov, 

Master i Margarita) 

 (29P) Mówił [impf past], że Klaudia Pietrowna  o niczym się nie dowie [pf fut]! 

 (29E) He said [past] Klavdia Petrovna would [fut aux, past] never learn of it. 

 (29G) Klawdija Petrowna wird [aux fut] nichts erfahren, hat [pres perfect] er versichert. 

 (29F) Et tu as [pres perfect] dit que Klavdia Petrovna ne saurait [cond] rien  

 (29S) Decía [impf past] que Claudia Petrovna  no se enteraría [cond] de nada  

Both the French (29F) and German (29G) present perfect receive their conventional 

morphologically past reading. It is also worth noting that Romance languages possess a tense 

more or less equivalent to the Slavic past imperfective, the imparfait or imperfectivo in 

Spanish which we can see in (29S). Finally, the German syntax is more flexible than that of 

the other languages, even in such a restricted search, as we will note in our cross linguistic 

comments. 

An additional remark essential to our monolingual analysis below is the following: In 

the cases that a simple future tense is embedded under the passé composé, one must decide 

between three interpretations:  

- 1) the traditional SOT one: passé compose should exceptionally not be reinterpreted 

and retains a present tense feature from the auxiliary.  

- 2) our non-SOT hypothesis: French does not always follow an SOT pattern 

- 3) The deictic/indexical interpretation of the future tense, under which the direct 

discourse tense is kept as the action takes place after the moment of  speech.  

The one ambiguous example which we found seems to fit the first theory (as it 

matches with an English present perfect). Indeed, remember the following example: 

(23E) " Haven't [pres perf] I told you he s [pres] not going?" (Rowling, Harry Potter 1)  

(23R) Разве я не говорил [imp past] , что он не пойдет [pf fut ]туда? 

(23G)" Hab [pres perf]ich Ihnen nicht gesagt, der Junge bleibt [pres]hier? " 

(23F) Je vous ai [pres perf] déjà dit qu’il n'ira [synt fut] pas là - bas, dit -il  d 'une  voix 

 sifflante  .  
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(7)  Spanish 

The Spanish results are similar to the French ones in that they don’t seem to be able to 

either confirm or infirm our third group hypothesis. Once again the results seem to confirm 

that Spanish behaves mainly as SOT but we would like to take a deeper look at a monolingual 

corpus which would allow us to conduct a quantitative analysis to be able to decisively infirm 

our hypothesis. Similarly, the results show the use of the conditional tense (9 hits), followed 

by the near future in the past (2 hits), but no simple future tense. 

No reinterpretation 

Parasol did provide some very usefully qualitative insight by presenting us with the 

cross-linguistic confirmation that unlike the French and German ones, the Spanish present 

perfect is never used as a simple past substitute and therefore remains morphologically 

present: an essential parameter to make use of for the additional monolingual query. This 

becomes obvious in all the examples in which the German and especially the French aligned 

translations use a present perfect: 

(28R) и сказал [pf past], что пойдет [pf fut] со мной путешествовать  (Bulgakov, Master i 

Margarita) 

(28E) and said [past] he would [fut aux, past] go journeying with me. .  

(28F) et m’a dit que désormais, il voyagerait [cond] avec moi      

(28S) y dijo [aorist] que iría [cond] a viajar conmigo. 

 

(30R) он прямо сказал [pf past], что Берлиозу отрежет [pf fut] голову женщина?! 

(Bulgakov, Master i Margarita) 

(30F) il a [pres perfect],  dit carrément qu’une femme couperait [cond],  la  tête de Berlioz ! 

(30S) dijo [aorist], exactamente que sería [cond] una mujer quien le cortara la cabeza 

  

Infinitive clause 

Finally, it is interesting to note that Spanish seems to be the only language in which the finite 

complementclause seems to be lost a few times in favor of an infinitive clause. Polish saw the 
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complement clause turning into a relative one in one hit, andGerman, in general, uses its 

syntax rather freely, but seems to respect the pattern with a finite complement. This change of 

syntax is interesting for a Romance language known for the rigidity of its syntax (French 

didn’t show any sign of the same phenomenon.) 

(31R) Он сказал [pf past], что не будет [imp fut] причащаться греха (Eco, Il nomme della 

rosa) 

(31S) Pero se negó [aorist] *a cometer  

 

 (32R) когда Стравинский говорит [pres] , что вернет [pf fut]меня к жизни  (Bulgakov, 

Master i Margarita) 

 (32E) When Stravinsky says [pres] he will [aux fut]bring me back to life , 

 (32F) Stravinski dit [pres] qu’il me rendra [synt fut] à une vie  normale ,  je ne le crois pas . 

(32S) Cuando Stravinski habla [pres] *devolverme a la normalidad  

 

We will now move on to the cross-linguistic qualitative overview and start by making 

some general comments about our parasol analysis, from a Russian perspective; followed by 

some interesting strings of translations, general comments about our methodology and finally 

a short summary of our results which will serve as a base to our next section. 

4.1.2 Cross-linguistic analysis 

(1)  From a Russian perspective 

Now that we have looked at the data intra-linguistically, we will make a few cross-

linguistic comments about the results, mainly from a Russian perspective. We have regrouped 

them under different themes. 

Main Verb: Verb of saying 

It is interesting to look at the types and diversity of verbs corresponding to the Russian 

aspectual pair govorit’/skazat’. Indeed, it is not surprising that the aligned languages should 

use a more diverse set of verbs of saying to match the two queried ones. However, what is 

interesting is to compare the occurrences within the aligned languages themselves. It seems 

that certain languages, such as the Romance ones, are very predictable in their choice of 
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lexicon, using verbs equivalent to the Russian ones (“a dit”, “dijo”_said); however, the 

Germanic languages seem to use a whole variety of verbs. Indeed, even the Scandinavian 

ones presented different kinds of verbs despite a restricted amount of hits (“sa”_said, “ga 

beskjed”-informed, “mente”_meant).  

German is the less predictable language as it used more than 10 different kinds of 

verbs, all ranging from verbs of saying to attitude verbs thereby altering the meaning, the 

modality and even influencing the syntax of its clauses “sagte”-said, to “behauptet”_claimed, 

“meinte”_meant “war der Meinung, dass”_thought, “versicherte”_assured, 

“underoffnete”_disclaimed, etc: we will see how German indirect discourse is, indeed, rather 

chaotic.   

The most surprising language to look at is Polish as it almost presented as many 

different verbs as German “Powiedział” ,“mówiłaś” , “rzekł”_said, “zauważyłem”_ noticed , 

“uznali”_acknowledged „oświadczył”_declared,„zakommunikowal”_informed,“obiecuje”_ 

promises.  

This diversity is well illustrated in the following example: 

(33R) Он пришел к главномуврачу и сказал said, что ничего не напишет (Kundera, 

Nesnesitelná lehkost bytí) 

(33P) Przyszedł do ordynatora i oznajmił made it known mu, że niczego nie napisze . 

 

(33E) He went to the chief surgeon and told him he would not write a word. 

 

(33N) Han oppsøkte avdelingssjefen og ga beskjed informed om at han ikke 

ville undertegne på noe  som helst.  

 

(33Sw) Han gick till avdelningschefen och sade said att han inte skulle skriva  på  någonting. 

(33D) meddelte reported ham at han ikke ville skrive nogen erklæring 

 

(33G) Er ging zum Chefarzt  underöffnete disclaimed ihm, daß er nichts 

unterschreiben werde. 
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TAM (Tenses Aspects and Moods) 

To the two Slavic matrix past tenses correspond many different tenses, from “relative 

progressive tenses”, present/past perfect, to imperfective ones (the Romance imparfait and 

imperfecto), “aorists”, plusquamperfects, and even a few participles and present tenses; once 

again reminding us that in Slavic languages aspect takes precedence over tense, while it is the 

contrary in most if not all other Indo-European languages. One could argue that this lack of 

tenses, due amongst other things to formal constraints, is the reason behind the impossibility 

for tense agreement in Slavic languages. However, if a restricted number of tenses were really 

correlated to non-SOT behaviour, how to explain that languages such as the Scandinavian 

ones (with a very restricted verbal system) have much more SOT than Romance languages? It 

is therefore, probably, a mix of several factors such as language family (the Romance 

languages started out as SOT as they created a tense for that purpose) as well as the evolution 

of said languages; we could argue that French and Spanish seem to evolve towards more 

flexibility in tense use and interpretation.(Maybe due to the disappearing of said special 

reportative tenses or due to the increasing use of new periphrastic verbs). 

It is worth noting that some languages are more consistently matching their tenses to 

the primary ones with regard to aspects. Indeed, if we take the example of French and 

Spanish (which share the characteristic of staying close to the original querying in their choice 

of verb) we can notice that they do behave differently in that respect and it could be said that 

the choice of Spanish verbs seems to be more affected by the aspect of the Russian matrix 

verb. Spanish matches its aorist pasado perfecto (30S) to the Russian perfective partner (30R) 

and its indefinite imperfecto (29S) to the Russian imperfective partner (29R). French seems to 

treat them both more or less equally using its present perfect passé compose (29F), (30F). 

(29R) Говорил [impf past], что Клавдия Петровна ничего не узнает [pf fut] (Bulgakov, 

Master i Margarita) 

 

 (29F) Et tu as [pres perfect] dit que Klavdia Petrovna  ne saurait [cond] rien  

 

 (29S) Decía [impf past] que Claudia Petrovna  no se enteraría [cond] de nada  

(30R) он прямо сказал [pf past], что Берлиозу отрежет [pf fut]голову женщина? ! 

(Bulgakov, Master i Margarita) 

(30F) il a [pres perfect],  dit carrément qu’une femme couperait [cond],  la  tête de Berlioz ! 

(30S) dijo [aorist], exactamente que sería [cond] una mujer quien le cortara la cabeza  
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However, it is worth noting that the only time the latter was not re-interpreted was in 

the hit matching a Russian matrix imperfective; as seen in the example already mentioned: 

(23E) "Haven’ t [pres perf] I told you he ' s [pres ]not going ?" (Rowling, Harry Potter 1)  

(23R)Разве я не говорил [imp past] , что он не пойдет [pf fut ]туда ? 

(23F) Je vous ai [pres perf] déjà dit qu’il n' ira [synt fut] pas là - bas , dit -il  d 'une  voix 

 sifflante.  

 As far as modality is concerned, despite our fears, we were pleasantly surprised to 

notice that very few hits included a modal ambiguity/interpretation due to homonymy; two 

hits, which were discarded, to be precise (as mentioned in the intralinguistic analysis above). 

We had also expected a wider range of modaluse (in the present tense), especially in English 

(with shall, must, have to), but the use of modals remained rather restricted except for the 

German data (which employed many modals in both the Konjunktive present I and 

Konjunktive present II). As in both examples already mentioned: 

(2G) dass Meister Hora gesagt hatte [past perf], sie müsse [kon1, pres, mod] einen 

Sonnenkreis hindurch schlafen (Ende, Momo) 

(2R) который говорил [past, ipf], что она будет [aux,fut]  спать  в  течение  целого  

солнечного года  

(2P) mistrz Hora powiedział [past, ipf], że musi [pres, mod] ona przespać cały roksłoneczny 

(28R) и сказал [pf past] , что пойдет [pf fut]  со мной путешествовать  (Bulgakov, Master 

i Margarita) 

(28R) und sagte [aorist], er wolle [kon pres I]  mit mir ziehen  

 

Polish also seems to be using modals more often that Russian, as seen in (2P) above.No 

modals were detected in the Romance hits. 

 To conclude on tenses, we can note that the qualitative analysis allowed us to confirm 

the reinterpretation rules central to our search based on the study of future and past tense 

markers: 
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- The Slavic present-perfective morphemes are to be re-interpreted as future ones most of the 

time 

- The German and French present perfect behave like simple pasts and are to be re-interpreted 

as morphological past most of the time, unlike the English, Scandinavian and Spanish ones. 

Embedded Verb 

Once again, the two Russian future tenses were matched with a variety of tenses: 

from “reported speech tenses” (konjunktives and conditionals), to simple futures in the past, 

near futures in the past, and even the simple future and the present tense (modals, motion 

verbs, or ordinary lexical verbs for the German). It is once again interesting to see how the 

aligned languages use these tenses to translate the Russian original ones; although the 

semantic aspect of the embedded aligned verbs does not always match the grammaticalized 

aspect of the queried verb; not even in Polish. The most used tenses were the synthetic futures 

(Groupe 2), thee analytical futures will/skal/vil (Groupe 1), the reported speech tenses (Group 

3). It is interesting to note that the Romance languages are the only ones to have both 

synthetic and periphrastic SOT tenses. German, by far, is the language being least consistent 

in its choice of forwardshift, using both SOT and non-SOT as well as both konjunktive forms 

interchangeably, and even a direct tense (future simple, as in (29G)) and a non–negligible 

amount of present tenses due to the “extended” quality of this German tense. 

(29R) Говорил [impf past], что Клавдия Петровна ничего не узнает [pf fut] (Bulgakov, 

Master i Margarita) 

 (29G) Klawdija Petrowna wird [aux fut] nichts erfahren, hat [pres perfect] er versichert. 

However the German present tenses are not the only hits, in which the queried 

forwardshift disappears.  

- Indeed, embedded general truth situations go against the reinterpretation of Slavic 

perfect present into perfect futures;  

- Polish hits sometimes display a verb of motion in the present tense as in (34P) below. 

- In some hits, present tense modals are used. 

(34R) сказал [pf past], что вот только возьмет из лавки кое что и  сейчас же  

пойдет [pf fut] домой .  

(34P) rzekł [pf past] spokojnie i naturalnie,  że wpadł tylko po coś do  sklepu i zaraz  

wraca [pres] 
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All these configurations had to be discarded as not within the scope of our study; 

however, they are interesting to mention. 

Reported speech 

Whether it is Russian (and more generally Slavic languages) which favours the 

traditionally indirect discourse over other direct or free indirect discourses or if it is the other 

non-Slavic languages which do not favour the indirect one, is unclear. But what is clear that, 

except Romance languages which also follow a rather traditional pattern, the other languages 

are very flexible in their use of indirect discourse, it may seem; none of them more so than 

German which mixes freely indirect, free indirect, direct discourses and even seems to 

sometime change points of view within sentences themselves. This is probably due to the 

“high frequency of in speech introductory elements” (Abraham 1996: 1999) it possesses, as 

above-mentioned. It is also probably due to its syntax, which is rather flexible. It is interesting 

to note further that, whereas Germanic languages seem to be allowed to drop the 

complementizer, the Slavic and Romance ones are not. However, in the case of German, 

when the syntax becomes too chaotic or the complementizer is dropped, the embedded verb 

seems to be in a reporting speech tense, as opposed to the direct discourse “future simple” 

variant one; maybe in order to not create too much confusion, as in (35G) of the following 

example: 

(35E) Getting up, he told [past] Ron and Hermione he was [aux past] going to ask Snape if 

he could have it  

(35R) Он встал и сказал [pf past], что собирается [pres] пойти попросить книгу  у 

 профессора . 

(35G) Er stand auf und sagte [past], er werde [Kon fut I] Snape fragen,  ob er es zurückhaben 

könne.  

(35F) Harry annonça [aorist] à Ron et à Hermione qu'il avait l'intention d 'aller [aux 

past] voir  Rogue pour lui demander son livre. 

As a sidenote, this is one of the interesting hits which were gathered using an open 

query search: indeed, the Russian variant (35R) is the only one not to have a forwarshifted 

embedded verb; this lack of grammatical forward shift may be due to the lexical meaning of 
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the verb собирается which bears a connotation of near future and is therefore often 

translated as a “be going to + inf” construction in English. 

We’ve seen that the choice of tense could be influenced by the syntaxt (and the 

presense or not of the complementizer), so could there be a link between syntax and SOT? It 

is important to note that even if some languages do sometimes switch the order in which their 

clauses appear, and do sometimes drop the complementizer, English and the Scandinavian 

languages can once again not compete with the chaotic nature of the German reported speech.  

As far as Russian and Polish are concerned, it is interesting to note a predictable syntax of the 

reported speech (Main verb + complementizer + Embedded verb). Indeed, we know Slavic 

surface syntax to be much less rigid than that of case-less languages (such as Romance 

languages, or even less rigid than German to a certain extent); Slavic languages draw on this 

freer syntax by putting emphasis on certain aspects of the sentence (placing focussed elements 

at the end).However, to come back to our topic, it seems that certain aspects of syntax (such 

as reported speech) are less free. This cannot only be due to our querying of Russian as it is 

verified in the aligned Polish. 

(2) Short summary 

Overall, parasol has provided us with a good qualitative overview of the phenomenon 

of forwardshifting time reference and of the SOT mechanism in reported speech for the 

languages studied. We’ve also been able to confirm the non-controversial part of our 

hypothesis (Groupe 1 = SOT), (Groupe 2 = non SOT), (German = both SOT and non-SOT); 

however the results proved inconclusive as far as French and Spanish are concerned. The data 

gathered would seem to infirm our hypothesis, but is in no way significant enough for us to 

comment on any trend. Our intention is therefore to use the overview provided as a base for a 

quantitative analysis which will involve the use of some additional monolingual corpora. 

4.2 Quantitative Analysis 

The last section focused on the intra and cross linguistic qualitative study of the raw 

data collected from the parasol study, from a Russian perspective. In this discussion section, 

we will mainly focus on working towards testing our hypothesis and will therefore look at and 

compare the data collected within each group, formulate a few questions and expectations and 
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supply the parallel corpus data (when needed) with new data collected from additional 

monolingual corpora in order to compile statistics and potentially be able to comment on 

SOT/non/SOT trends involving the third group. 

4.2.1 Group 2 

As established in the evaluation part this group seems to be the most predictable, less 

ambiguous and therefore less contextually bound in its ways to forwardshift time reference in 

reported speech. Thanks to a morphological reinterpretation rule the main means for Russian 

and Polish to express futurity involve a real forwardshift (future tense), either as an auxiliary 

or as an inflection on the perfective verb; the only exception we found involved the more 

frequent use of modals in Polish.  

Both languages seemed to disproportionately favor the synthetic variant, which was 

confirmed for Russian by an extensive querying of the Russian National Corpus. 

Appendix 5: Monolingual Corpus Results_Russian 

Matrix  

Embedded 

Imperfective 

несовершенный вид 

Perfective 

совершенный вид 
In General 

Synthetic Future 76,89% 75,43% 75,77% 

Analytic Future 23,11% 24,57% 24,23% 

Ratio Synthetic/analytic 3,33 3,07 3,13  

 

Figure 6. TABLE: Monolingual Corpus Results _ Russian _ Comparative statistics 

                       

 Figure 7. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ Russian _ Forwardshifters 

76,89 75,43 75,77 

23,11 24,57 24,23 

Imperfective 

несовершенный 

Perfective 

совершенный 

In general 

Russian forwardshifters 

Synthetic (%) Analytic (%) 
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It would be interesting to study whether this discrepancy in % is linked to the 

semantics of forwardshifting, i.e. expressing of a prediction, intention, which might 

pragmatically seem to involve (more often than not) a judgment about the results, the 

completion of an event rather than the description of a process. The aspect of the matrix verb 

doesn’t seem to favor the use of either form as the ratio stays the same, about 3 to 1.  

From a purely methodological point of view itmakes sense that we found 100 of non-

SOT (in Russian) as we queried for forwardshifted verbs, where the forms are under a formal 

constraint which doesn’t allow them to carry a past tense morpheme (the perfective future 

can, at best, alternate between a present and a future tense).  From a linguistic point of view as 

well, SOT being an artificial rule stipulated to explain a discrepancy, it wouldn’t make sense 

for Slavic languages to, even exceptionally, start applying it to a system which doesn’t need it 

in the first place! As Bracquenier (2010) and Grønn & Von Stechow (2012) point out, even if 

the tenses and aspects may seem to sometimes concur, it is at best a ‘stylistic’ harmonization,  

if not a mere coincidence.   

Due to these characteristics, Russian seems like a good primary language to use in the 

study of forward shift and SOT, as it is more straightforward and less ambiguous to query and 

therefore produces results without too many false positives. 

Now let’s move on to the second non-controversial group. 

4.2.2 Group 1 

The English tense has been used as the default SOT language in our thesis and quite 

reasonably so, as the SOT theories can be said to be based on the study of English. Therefore, 

we expected our parasol analysis to highlight nothing less than a stable and predictable SOT 

phenomenon despite the  diversified array of ways to express futurity in both English and the 

Scandinavian languages (with a high modal/temporal interpretation ambiguity). That was the 

case as not even one exception (either of the type of general truths or indexical “will”) was 

detected. 

The English data presented only two types of futurity: the forwardshifting will 

construction (84%) and de andative, near future, be going to construction (16%); we do not 

expect these percentages to be accurate due to the restricted amount of data as well as the 

numerous other forwardshifting ways we know English to possess. Indeed, according to a  
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study (based on American TV shows)  by Al-Khawalda (2000), this seems to be a possible 

overview of the different constructions used: will (30.9% of the time), “present tense” (22.8 

%), be going to (19.9%), “present progressive” (14%), modals (12.5%).  

Our ParaSOL study allowed us to confirm that Scandinavian languages seem to 

express forwardshift in varied ways as, in spite of the very little amount of data we were able 

to collect, the few hits managed to cover not less than three different kinds of future 

referencing in the case of Norwegian (skal, vil, under both past and present matrix tense and 

kommer (til) å under the latter). In reality, Norwegian possesses many more expressions. 

According to the corpus-based study by Bergvatn (2010), this seems to be the overview of 

their respective use: “present tense” (40%), skal (28%), kan (6,5%), vil (6,5%), (inchoactive) 

blir (6,5%), får (5,5%), kommer/kjem til å (5,5%), må (2,5%). Our study  also seemed to 

confirm that the Swedish vilja expresses full modality and not temporality at all (Dahl 1995). 

Due to the restricted amount of data not allowing us to confirm the (although not 

controversial) SOT phenomenon in the Scandinavian languages, we decided to swiftly run a 

short and very specific analysis in the RuN multilingual corpus. This corpus, developed by the 

University of Oslo and mainly based on Russian and Norwegian fiction texts and their 

respective translations, is more intuitive to use than Parasol. It therefore allowed us to run a 

quick analysis of Norwegian and Swedish embedded verbs in complement clauses after the 

past tensed verbum dicendi “å si”_ to say; we also used the opportunity to run an evaluation 

of the ratio of skal/vil in Norwegian and Swedish. The corpus confirmed the 100% SOT of 

Norwegian (inconclusive due to lack of data for Swedish), a ratio of 1,55 in favor of skal in 

Norwegian, as well as the modality of the Swedish vill. 

 SKAL(L) 

Hits 

VIL(L) 

hits 

SKULLE 

hits 

VILLE (all) 

hits 

VILLE (non 

modal) hits 

Ratio 

Skal/Vil 

Non 

SOT/SOT  % 

NORWEGIAN 0 0 93 84 33 2,82 0/100 

SWEDISH 0 0 0 10 0 undetermined undetermined 

 

Figure 8. TABLE: Norwegian and Swedish _ Forwardshifters 

We’ve brushed over these two groups rather quickly as we didn’t find anything 

unexpected and will now move on to the third group which is the most challenging part of our 

study.  
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4.2.3 Group 3 

We will look at this group in two steps, first at the German language, then at Spanish 

and French.  First comes a reminder of why we decided to set these languages apart in a 

context of future under past.  

-German: variety of ways to express reported speech (keeping the direct discourse tenses, 

special reporting tense Konkunctive I), flexible and evolving use and interpretation of 

extended present tense, reinterpretation of the Perfekt, interchangeability of Konjunktiv I and 

II), most of all, clear non-SOT use of the future tense construction with “werden”. 

-Romance languages: rich verbal system: the only  two languages in the study to 

displaydifferent synthetic futures (including the special reporting tense conditional), different 

analytic futures (near future, past and present, SOT and non-SOT), flexible and evolving use 

and interpretation of tenses (reinterpretation of the French passé composé, increasing use of 

the periphrastic future for French and Spanish) and, finally, a documented decrease in SOT in 

French with the subjunctive mood.  

(1)  German 

Parasol provided us with a clear overview which would by far have been sufficient to 

confirm our hypothesis that German doesn’t seem to follow any particular pattern either as far 

as forwardshift or SOT is concerned; however due to the fact that the only data that can truly 

be characterized as non-SOT is the simple future tense under a past and that it only came up 

in two hits in ParasSOL, we decided to conduct a swift search using a monolingual corpus to 

see if a higher proportion of future tenses would come up. 

Description of the corpus 

The German monolingual corpus we got access to for this quantitative analysis is the 

“Referenz und Zeitungskorpora” of the DWDS web-site, a database mainly based on 

specialized literature and journalistic texts. Although not very diversified, we decided that it 

would be a good source of material for two reasons: 1) a higher percentage of embedded 

future tenses could not be blamed on the characteristics of the corpus (based on formal and 

conventional writings) as it is usually associated with a more spoken language, 2) it might be 

a good opportunity to test the theory that “Konjunktiv I” remains significantly more frequent 
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in journalistic writings than it is in the spoken language and as well as literary texts such as 

the ones contained in Parasol.  

It is worth noting that the querying for particular tenses proved to be a challenge, 

probably because the corpus is part of a project
1
 based on the study of words rather than of 

grammatical constructions; some of the initial queries, therefore, resulted in a rather high 

amount of false positives (tagging errors, problems with homonymic forms, wrong querying 

etc.). We had no choice but to further narrow down the scope: 

- dividingthe Matrix verbs into two groups only: simple past and periphrastic past 

tenses (present perfect and past perfect). As a reminder, this regrouping should not be a 

problem as we have had the opportunity to confirm, in ParaSOL, the well-studied increasing 

use of the German present perfect as a simple past. 

- a querying of embedded verbs restricted to the simple future, Konjunktive future I 

and Konjunktive future II. 

Appendix 6: German Data Retrieval Template 

Appendix 7: Monolingual Corpus_Querying_German 

Expectations 

The same kind a variety, a higher percentage of the simple future, a higher percentage 

of Konjunktive future I than in Parasol. 

 

Results 

 

Appendix 8: Monolingual Corpus_Results_German 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Das Wortauskunftssystem zur deutschen Sprache in Geschichte und Gegenwart 
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Embedded/ Matrix Präteritum Perfekt +  Plusquampefekt In General 

Futur 

Non SOT 
17,95% 41,50% 26,50% 

Konjunktiv Futur I 

Undetermined 
63,75% 36,00% 53,60% 

Konjunktiv Futur II 

Undetermined 
18,03% 22,55% 19,85% 

Ratio KON Fut I/KON Fut II 3,54 1,60 2,70 

Simple past/compound   63,5/ 36,5 (1,7 ratio) 

Non SOT 17,95% 41,50% 26,55% 

 

Figure 9. TABLE : Monolingual Corpus Results _ German _Comparative Statistics 

 

 

Figure 10. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ German _ Comparative Statistics 

Our first observation is that the results of the additional search confirmed the overview 

we got from parasol: even in a restricted environment German seems, in the context of 

reported speech, to express forwardshift in many various ways.  

 

Figure 11.CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ German _ Forwardshifters 

  

 17,95  
 41,50  

 26,50  

 82,05  
 58,50  

 73,50  

Präteritum Perfekt +  

Plusquampefekt 

In General 

German Comparative Statistics 

non-SOT (%) Undertermined (%) 

26 % 

54 % 

20 % 

German forwardshifters 

Futur 

Konjunktiv Futur I 

Konjunktiv Futur II 
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Most importantly, the percentage of simple futures is much higher, as expected, and 

allows us to conclude that, in 26,55 % of the cases, German behaves like a clear non-SOT as 

it keeps the embedded verb in its orginal direct discourse tense. The rest of the data involving 

the Konjunktives must be categorized as “undetermined” (as explained in the hypothesis). 

 

Figure 12. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ German _SOT vs. non-SOT 

Finally, as expected the ratio KONJ I/KONJ II is much higher in the monolingual 

corpus than in the parallel one: The Konjunktive I is used 53,60% of the time compared to 

19,85% for the Konjunktive II with a ratio of 1 to 2,70. (The Parasol ratio was of 1,57 in 

favour of the Konjunktive II). Its highest percentage of occurrence is found under the simple 

past matrix past tense, under which it reaches a ratio of 3,54 and a percentage of 63,75%.  

Knowing that we’ve gone through the ParaSOL data manually and assured ourselves 

that all of the Kon Fut II hits included in the data were, in fact, used as reportive tenses and 

not irrealis markers; and given the much higher percentage of KONJ I in the monolingual 

corpus, one can conclude that both corpora seem to confirm the trend already stated in 

numerous studies (Provöt 2009, P.ten Cate 2016:199): 

- The konjunktive II seems to have taken precedence over the theoretically “only real reported 

speech tense” and the two are becoming interchangeable (in that KON II is being used as 

reported tense). 

- Despite the Konjunktive I decreasing in use (some even predicted its disappearance) it is still 

very much present in journalistic writings (unlike in other kinds of written forms, such as 

novels on which Parasol is based). For a semantic analysis of the phenomenon I refer to 

special studies of German such as Fabricius-Hansen & Sæbø 2004.  

non-SOT 

27 % 

Undertermined 

74 % 

German - SOT vs. non-SOT 
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As a final remark, many studies seem to suggest that the subjunctive (Konjunktives) 

mood is decreasing in favour of the indicative one in reported speech (P.ten Cate 2016:199). 

That could imply that German increasingly displays non-SOT behaviour.  A further study 

could involve comparing German monolingual corpora to confirm this trend. 

Let’s now move on to the more controversial part of this hypothesis: are the Romance 

languages French and Spanish, traditionally regarded as canonical SOT languages, purely 

SOT or do the number of non-SOT occurrences point towards their status having to be 

redefined? 

(2)  French and Spanish 

As far as French and Spanish are concerned, parasol did provide some useful 

qualitative insight, amongst which the cross-linguistic evidence that the French and Spanish 

perfect tenses cannot be morphologically interpreted the same way: an essential parameter for 

our additional query.  However, the parallel corpus did not provide sufficient material for us 

to conduct the quantitative analysis needed.  We therefore decided to conduct an additional 

search involving two monolingual corpora to verify if some of the tenses we had expected in 

the PARASOL study would be present in a data-analysis of a wider scale (a non-ambiguous 

future tense and the non-backshifted near future tense); also, would the conditional tense be 

so overwhelmingly represented and therefore point towards a more conventional SOT status 

of these languages. Finally, it would be interesting to use the new material collected to 

compare the two languages. 

Description of the corpora 

The two corpora we got access are:  

- The Spanish Corpus, El Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI (CORPES XXI), is very 

diversified and exhaustive as it includes all kinds of published material (journalistic, fiction 

texts as well theatre plays and movie scripts) from different Spanish speaking regions from 

the XXI century. It is easily searchable and can, in theory, query for very precise grammatical 

structures. 

On the other hand, the only French monolingual corpus we got access to, Corpus FrWac 

Complete, is quite different. Its main source of material are texts published on the internet 
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(from articles to websites and blogs). Furthermore, it is not as easily searchable and like 

Parasol involves some advanced querying. Despite our initial doubts about the quality of the 

French corpus, a quick search and qualitative overview of the results allowed us to conclude 

that the data were satisfying enough and that this database of “less formal material” might 

work to our advantage: 

- It would allow us to search yet another different kind of database (with the opportunities it 

may bring, such as a comparison of formal versus less formal use of tenses.) 

- The opportunity to itnerpret the Passé composé as an “aorist”: indeed, we’ve seen that it is 

often reinterpreted as a past tense; it is even more so in less formal situations. 

Querying 

Appendix 9: French Data Retrieval Template 

Appendix 10: Spanish Data Retrieval Template 

Appendix 11: Monolingual Corpus Querying_French 

While querying I realized that some queries involved a rather a large number of false 

positives. (Most of these seem to be due to  tagging problems, the main one being a mixing up 

of the past simple and present tenses in the French corpus). For that reason, I decided to 

include all of the matrix past tenses in the intralinguistic table but to narrow down the base of 

our quantitative comparison of French and Spanish to the languages’ main past tenses. 

Indeed, we decided to base our comparison on 4 queries mainly: the imparfait and 

imperfecto (which are more or less equivalent and correspond to the Russian imperfective 

past), and the two aorists passé composé and preterito (also more or less equivalent within the 

scope and for the purpose of our search); we will remind the reader that unlike the German 

and the French, Spanish present perfect can only be interpretated as a morphologically present 

tense; and that the querying of the French monolingual corpus doesn’t seem to differentiate 

between the homonymic tenses of dit [pres] and dît [aorist]. 
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Expectations 

Intralinguistically 

1) Mainly that French and Spanish do behave both like SOT and non-SOT languages 

2) more balance between the different forwardshifting expressions in both French and Spanish 

corpora 

3) more simple futures in both 

4) some near future in the present tense in both  

5) periphrastic futures that are less SOT than the simple one: indeed their use, according to 

many studies, is increasing while our hypothesis is that non-SOT behavior too is increasing; is 

there a correlation between these two trends? 

6) matrix verbs to have some influence: Imperfect matrix to allow for more periphrastic 

embedded futures and therefore, maybe, to have an influence on the SOT.  

Cross-linguistically 

We were expecting to find differences between the two 

7) French to be less SOT than Spanish in a context of forwardshift due to its flexible 

tendencies and mainly due to the fact that temporal agreement already has declined according 

to some recent studies. 

8) French to use more periphrastic structures than in Spanish; again based on the fact that the 

use of periphrastic futures is increasing especially in less formal discourse (our French 

corpus); and that French appears more flexible and to be evolving more (less subjunctive 

SOT, reinterpretation of the perfect tense)  

9) Is there an evolution of the SOT, and could one reason be the increasing use of the 

periphrastic future? 

Results 

Appendix 12: Monolingual Corpus Results_French 

Appendix 13: Monolingual Corpus Results_Spanish 
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Use 
FR 

Passé Composé 

SP 

Dijo 

FR 

Imparfait 

SP 

Imperfecto 

FR 

General 

SP 

General 

Future tenses 26,85% 29,80% 16,19% 3,70% 22,27% 25,94% 

Conditionals 63,70% 41,39% 70,40% 53,00% 67,56% 43,45% 

Near-futures 1,15% 4,07% 1,20% 2,30% 0,97% 3,73% 

Backshifted near 

futures 
8,30% 24,75% 12,21% 41,00% 9,20% 26,86% 

Simple 

/Periphrastic  
90/10 71,2/28,8 86,59/13,41 56,85/43.15 89,86/10,14 69,40/30,6 

In General  

non-SOT /SOT 
28/72 34/66 17,39/82,61 6,00/94,00 23,24/76,76 29,67/70,33 

In Simple  

non SOT/SOT 
29,64/70,36 41,87/ 58,13 18,69/81,30 6,47/93,53 24,88/75,12 37,39/62,61 

In Periphrastic  

non SOT/SOT 
12,22/ 87,78 14,14/85,86 8,69/91,31 5,33/94,67 9,51/90,49 12,20/87,80 

Ratio non-SOT 

simple/Periphrastic 
2,43 2,96 2,15 1,21 2,62 3,06 

 

Figure 13.  Monolingual Corpora Results _ French & Spanish _ Comparative Statistics 

Intralinguistically 

Firstly, most importantly, the results seem to confirm our most important expectation (and 

hypothesis): 

1) French and Spanish appear to behave both like SOT and non-SOT: if we take into 

consideration all kinds of forwardshifted time references studied in these statistics, 

French seems to be behaving 23,24% of the time like a non-SOT and Spanish 29,67% 

of the time. 

 

Figure 14. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ Spanish _ SOT vs. non-SOT (left) 

Figure 15. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ French _ SOT vs. non-SOT (right) 

2) There is a better balance between all the different kinds than in the Parasol querying 

although the conditional tenses seem to also be more represented in these corpora, 

non-SOT 

30 % 
SOT 

70 % 

Spanish - SOT vs. non-SOT 

non-SOT 

23 % 

SOT 

77 % 

French - SOT vs. non-SOT 
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especially in the French one (67,56% versus 43,45 % in the Spanish). The Spanish 

results seem more balanced. 

 

Figure 16 CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ French _ Forwardshifters 

 

Figure 17. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ Spanish _ Forwardshifters 

 

3) The future simple tense is fairly well represented in the corpora (22,27% in the French 

one, 25,94% in the Spanish one) 

 

4) Although the near future in the present tense is the less represented in the corpora, it is 

so in both (0,97% in the French, 3,73% in the Spanish) 

However, the results seem to infirm some of our assumptions: 

5) The periphrastic future constructions are not less SOT, on the contrary: they are 2,5 -3 

times more likely to undergo the mechanism of SOT (2,43 in French, 2,96 in Spanish): 

Indeed, the general statistics show that the types of future tenses more likely to behave 

like non-SOT are simple futures 21,88% (versus 9,51% for the periphrastic) in French 

22 % 
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1 % 
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and 37,39% (versus 12,20% for the periphrastic) in Spanish. In other words, the ratio 

of non-SOT simple futures versus the non-SOT periphrastic futures is of 2,62 to one in 

French and of 3,06 to one in Spanish. 

 

Figure 18. TABLE: Monolingual Corpora Results _ French & Spanish _ SOT vs. non-SOT 

6) The Matrix does seem to influence the choice of forwardshifter and mechanism of 

SOT, but in the opposite effect to the one we expected: we initially thought that more 

“progressive/informal” periphrastic futures  would result in less SOT.  Indeed, in both 

languages, an imperfective matrix does seem to favour the use of periphrastic futures 

with a ratio 1 to 1,34 in French and 1 to 1,150 in Spanish. However, they do seem to 

increase the SOT results drastically as a switch from perfective to imperfective seems 

to decrease the occurrences of non-SOT behaviour with a ratio of 1,61 in French but 

of 5,65 in Spanish! It would be interesting to investigate the reasons why the influence 

seems to be so much stronger in Spanish (3,5 times more). In fact,  it seems that the 

highest percentages of non-SOT are found under the configuration of simple future 

under a perfective matrix (41,87% for Spanish and 29,64% for French) and that the 

lowest percentages of non-SOT are found under the configuration of a periphrastic 

future under imperfective past matrix (5,33% for Spanish versus 8,69% for French). If 

we don’t differentiate between the kinds of futures, the highest percentage of non-SOT 

is once again found in Spanish under perfective aspect 34% and the lowest under 

imperfective Spanish 1,6%, the ratio being of 5,6 to 1 in Spanish versus 1,6 to one in 

French. So despite there being a slight tendency (according to our data) for Spanish to 
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behave less SOT than French (in our context of forwarshift), it also seems that the 

SOT mechanism is more contextually dependent in Spanish.   

 

Figure 19. CHART: Monolingual Corpus Results _ French & Spanish _ Comparative Statistics 

Cross-linguistically 

Despite the results seeming to confirm our non-SOT expectations and therefore our 

hypothesis, it seems that our comparative expectations are infirmed; as well as the trend we 

thought responsible for non-SOT. 

7) French quite surprisingly appears more SOT than Spanish as French is non-SOT only 

23,24% of the time versus Spanish 29,67% of the time. 

 

8) French uses less periphrastic futures than Spanish; 10,14% versus 30,6% of the time. 

 

According to our results, French does not seem to use more near futures, 

independently of its original semantic use, than Spanish. This trend is backed up by 

other studies according to which French would be using periphrastic future tense 

constructions 33% of the time (Bergvatn 2010) whereas Spanish 60% of time in 

general and close  to 100% of the time in certain areas of Latin America. (Escandell-

Vida 2014: 221) Several factors seem to be influencing their use: in French, they seem 

to still very much bear the connotation of near future (Dahl 1995). However, in 
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Spanish, the periphrastic version seems to slowly replace the simple form as temporal 

marker whereas the simple form is increasingly used as a conjectural marker. (Dahl 

1995; Escandell-Vida 2014: 244) 

 

9) Periphrastic future seems to increase SOT not decrease 

It seems that our conjecture according to which the rise of non-SOT is linked to the 

rise of the periphrastic future can no longer hold. Looking at the table, another factor 

might seem to contribute to the non-SOT character of Spanish forwardshift: the 

conditional. Indeed, whereas the conditional, like in parasol, is highly present in the 

French statistics 63,7%, it is less so in the Spanish one 41,39%. Given the fact that 

conditionals are pure “futures in the past” resulting from the creation of a special SOT 

tense to express a past embedded forward shift (as reflected in its morphology), one might  

think that the difference lies in Spanish future tenses not being affected by an SOT 

parameter as systematically as the French one.  

 

Concluding remarks on the quantitative search: 

- Our quantitative analysis, unlike our qualitative analysis which remained inconclusive, 

seems to suggest that the mechanism of SOT does not apply 23,24% of the time in French and 

29,67% of the time in Spanish.   

However: 

- Although deemed reliable as far as trends are concerned, the statistical comparison of the 

two corpora might be skewed by the fact that they are not based on the same kind, reliability, 

and amount of data. Therefore, it would seem inappropriate to definitely conclude that 

Spanish is less SOT (in the context of our study) than French; only that the two languages, 

indeed, seem to exhibit non-SOT trends. One would need to investigate this issue further 

using more balanced corpora.  

- Due to the characteristics of our search (only quantitative and therefore not allowing us to 

rigorously check the data in its context), it would be worth investigating some more to see if 

other factors are influencing our statistics, such asthe quality of the corpus (in case of the 
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French querying for example) or contextual factors (e.g. indexical interpretations of the 

embedded future tenses orthogonal to SOT). 

- Now that we have made sure to mention the potential lack of precision of our data, one must 

still conclude that the trends observed are certainly encouraging and seem to point to the 

validity of our initial hypothesis. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1 Methodology 

(1)  Use of corpora 

Our methodology implied using different kinds of corpora: two corpora, which both 

had their drawbacks and advantages. Let us start with the problems encountered. In the first 

part of the analysis, we used the Parallel Corpus ParaSOL.  

The querying of the corpus itself relied on CQP. It presented some difficulties as it 

needed some adjusting in order to make sure that we came up with the best and most relevant 

data; despite the precision of our querying, it soon became obvious that errors and false 

positives in the data collected could not be avoided entirely. 

Furthermore, due to the topics at hand, i.e. tenses (forwardshift),  as well as due to 

interpretational rules (concerning the Russian perfective present or the German/French perfect 

tenses), the data required some thorough qualitative check in order to make sure that the hits 

included in our statistics were all within the scope of our study. 

However, generally speaking, our main problem with ParaSOL was that the scarcity of its 

data, probably heightened by our narrow scope (the number of parameters/aligned 

lanaguages). Therefore, the corpus didn’t allow us to either compile statistics or flesh out the 

trends essential to the testing of our hypothesis.  
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As a consequence, the data had to be supplied by the additional querying of 

monolingual corpora, especially for Groupe 3 languages. These too would present some 

drawbacks. 

For a start, despite the Russian and Spanish National Corpora, as well and the RuN 

corpus, being user friendly (using an interface allowing us to select search parameters from a 

list), others like the ones used in the German and French monolingual searches again relied on 

CQP. However, their querying was even more difficult than that of ParaSOL, probably due to 

the new primary language. The data collected, once again, presented false positives, due to 

querying difficulties or tagging errors. (Eg. Spanish subjunctive present tenses being tagged 

as indicative, or the French perfect tense being tagged as a French present tense.) 

These queries, for the reasons stated above, would have needed a qualitative check as well in 

order to adjust the statistics; however, such a check was not possible due to the amount of 

data collected. 

 Despite all these issues, the corpora search clearly offered some major advantages: 

First of all, the ParaSOL parallel corpus gave us the opportunity to get some wider 

perspective on our topic by looking at language in context:  

- intra-linguistically: the digestible amount of data gathered allowed us to go through it and 

correct it manually; the corpus also allowed us to click on a hit and look at the entire 

paragraph in which it shows up. But also 

- cross-linguistically: comparing nine different languages. Cross-linguistic clues (as well as 

intra-linguistic ones) helped us in our interpretation of particurlarly ambiguous morphemes, as 

well as allowed us to detect interesting phenomena. However, most importantly, these two 

qualitative checks gave us a rich overview of our topic within Indo-European languages; an 

overview which would allow us to formulate additional research questions, therefore 

constituting the base for the monolingual queries. 

Despite such a qualitative check not being possible due to the amount of data yielded 

by the monolingual corpora, this very characteristic allowed us to compile the much needed 

statistics thereby allowing us to finally comment on SOT and non-SOT trends and giving us 

more insight into our controversial Groupe 3. 
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We can therefore say that our methodology to combine both searches, in the order that 

we did, was the right one; i.e. starting with a qualitative cross-linguistic analysis offering a 

wider perspective and overview of the phenomenon amongst Indo-European languages; and 

then supplying such an analysis with a quantitative intra-linguistic one to give further 

precision and being able to quantify more precisely the trends at hand.  

(2)  Russian perspective 

The choice of methodology was further enhanced by looking at the temporal 

phenomena from a Russian point of view.  

Indeed, for a data-based analysis of a trend, we need a precise, stable and neutral set of 

search parameters. The choice of Russian as a primary language, for many reasons, provided 

us with the right tool. 

- From a methodological point of view, querying for forwardshift and reported speech would 

have proven much more difficult using any other language (as seen with the use of 

monolingual corpora). Russian forwardshift is, indeed, rather preditable; due to verbal 

aspects, the number of Russian future tenses is also limited, which helped us in restricting and 

organizing our querying process. We’ve also seen that Russian syntax in reported speech is 

also more or less stable, which once again ensured us of collecting good and exhaustive data. 

These “advantages” to using Russian were tangibly proven by the open query searches which 

allowed us to check that no aspect had been overlooked as well as the extraordinarily little 

amount of false-postives and re-adjusting of the data needed, given such of complex and 

diverse topic. 

- From a linguistics point of view, using Russian as the base language also proved to be the 

most natural and logical choice. Indeed, our aim was to study a (SOT) parameter one could 

claim “artificially” created by tense semanticists in order to account for discrepancies and 

difficulties of interpretation within languages. More precisely, our aim was to study the 

conditions and extent of its use, arguing that SOT was not as automatic and obvious as 

previously stated for our Group 3.  Since Russian, like all non-SOT languages, does not 

present the same discrepancy of interpretation, it does not need such a parameter. One can 

therefore say, as we further proved in the analysis, that Russian constitutes a neat, neutral 

“control group” for any kind of research pertaining to SOT. It represents one clear end of the 
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spectrum, which can be used for measuring standards. Within our research, one could say that 

we were trying to prove that Group 3 languagessometimes behave like Russian; practically, 

we were aiming at quantifying this Russian-like behaviour.  

- As a final point, we will add that from a purely practically point of view, the type of corpus 

needed (parallel corpus) to successfully conduct our kind of research remains a new, limited 

technology; furthermore, very few of these existing corpora allow the opportunity to compare 

such a high number of aligned languages, ParaSOL being one of them. Due to its 

characteristics, primarily dealing with Slavic original texts, using Russian as a primary 

language, once again, represents the most natural choice. 

4.3.2 Hypothesis 

Our hypothesis was that, in a context of forwardshifted time-reference in reported 

speech,  the embedded verb can be interpreted either as SOT in the languages commonly 

referred to as SOT, Group 1, or interpreted  as non-SOT in the languages commonly referred 

to as non-SOT, Group 2. However, German, French, and Spanish could be said to be forming 

a third Group 3, both SOT and non-SOT.  

In practice, testing that hypothesis meant studying, under the right conditions, matrix 

and embedded verbs in order to look for the presence or, in our case, rather “lack of” a past 

tense morphological agreement between the two. We saw that the intralinguistic part of our 

search, indeed, seemed to confirm a percentage of data in which no morphological past tense 

agreement seems to exist; in order words, in the particular monolingual copora we studied, 

German, Spanish and French seem to behave as non-SOT 27%, 26,67% and 23,24% of the 

time, respectively. 

The impossibility to run a qualitative check on these compiled statistics leaves us 

unable to conclude unequivocally on the validity of these percentages. Indeed, could some of 

the non-SOT percentages be attributed to other factors, such as an indexical interpretation of 

the embedded tenses or in the case of the French results, a non-reinterpretation of the perfect 

tense matrix? 

However, despite these calls to handle the statistics carefully, the non-SOT trends 

themselves within Group 3 seem hard to deny; and while the case of German non-SOT 
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behaviour within the scope of our study leaves no doubt, the case of Romance non-SOT 

behaviour seems not only to be a trend worth further exploring, but an evolving trend at that. 

4.3.3 Final Opening 

Even though understanding the reason behind this non-SOT trend, especially within 

the Romance languages traditionally considered as canonical SOT languages, goes beyond the 

scope of our thesis, we tried to look at a few intra and cross-linguistics tense related factors 

which could seem not only to trigger this trend, but to increase it.  As quickly brushed on in 

the final words of our section dedicated to the comparative study of French and Spanish, we 

argue that non-SOT behavior could be related to other trends: 

- one which sees the Romance simple futures less affected by a change from direct to 

indirect discourse, and therefore the disappearing of the conditional tense, or at the very least 

of its temporal (as opposed to modal) use. 

- one which sees the increasing use of Romance periphrastic futures, independently of 

their original semantic connotation.  

While the trend describing the cross-linguistical rise of periphrastic futures has been 

extensively studied, the potential trend of a decreasing SOT cross-linguistically as well as 

intra-linguistically seems to have been less studied.  However, some linguists seem to believe 

it to be the case. The theory of the disappearance of the temporal “conditional tense” is 

suggested by some linguists who argue that its temporal use is decreasing in favour of 

periphrastic futures; indeed, they emit the hypothesis of this tense (originally fabricated for 

the sole purpose of expressing futures in the past) evolving towards a purely modal 

interpretation. They argue that the decrease in agreement in general (not only temporal) 

comes from the fact that this “mechanism” was primarily established by languages deprived 

of subordination, in order to highlight the semantic relationship between two clauses. As a 

result of increased subordination, the agreement markers became redundant and languages 

naturally evolved and still are evolving towards less agreement. This theory would explain 

why only languages which have constructed a specific “future in the past” tense seem to be 

evolving towards less SOT (unlike the languages from group 1). They note, however, the 

persistence of the maintaining, for the moment, of SOT in periphrastic futures (Begioni 2013). 

As a side note, we would like to remind the reader of the comments and questions our 
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qualitative analysis raised concerning the link between SOT and a number of influencing 

factors such as the number of tenses and syntax. 

 This evolution would also reflect the natural tendency of languages to evolve towards 

“more simplicity” (i.e. less redundancies, or lesser stricter rules). This would explain why 

French temporal agreement has all but disappeared under certain conditions (the subjunctive 

mood) but not under others (the indicative mood). Further studies comparing the French and 

Spanish non-SOT under the conditions of our thesis would be interesting to look at; as well as 

the influence different evolution trends may have on each other, such as the evolution of the 

perihrastic futures. One angle of approach could for example be to study Latin American 

Spanish in the countries where the simple future has disappeared entirely, as it would allow us 

to look at the non-SOT behaviour of periphrastic futures without any intervening factor. In 

order to do so, regional or chronological corpora would prove very useful.  

To conclude, even though the evolution of non-SOT is not the focus of our thesis, our 

additional remarks allowed us to further prove the close link between futurity and modality, 

as well as the need to look cross-linguistically at languages. 
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5 Conclusion 

 

The ambiguity and intricacy of tenses, especially the future tense, led us to explore the 

topic of forwardshifted time reference in a context of reported speech. We decided that our 

angle of approach would be Sequence of Tense as this mechanism is often used as a way to 

distinguish and classify language into two groups: the SOT and the non-SOT languages. Our 

aim was to prove that this theoretical classification was not as clear cut as it may seem simply 

looking at English or Russian, for example, which are typically considered to be canonical 

SOT and non-SOT languages. Indeed, our hypothesis claimed that a third group of languages 

should in fact be created, composed of languages sometimes behaving like English, 

sometimes like Russian. 

Due to the topic of our study (tense interpretation) and due to the characteristics of our 

hypothesis (aiming to prove a difference between theory and practice) we decided to conduct 

a qualitative and quantitative empirical corpus based analysis using the parallel corpus 

ParaSOL.  

In order to give us a broader perspective, we decided to look at material collected from 

nine different languages, using Russian as a primary language and a primary point of view in 

general. Indeed, within the chaotic field of forwardshifting and reported speech, Russian 

seems to be the most predictable and stable language, therefore facilitating the querying of the 

parallel corpus, ParaSOL. Russian both formally and logically not being able to undergo SOT, 

would be our neural control group for the testing our hypothesis on the aligned languages, 

especially German, French and Spanish. 

The use of the ParaSOL yielded good quality albeit insufficient data. It served its 

purpose of giving us an extremely usefuloverview of the SOT tendencies within the Indo-

European languages but failed to allow us to compile statistics due to a lack of material. 

We, therefore, decided to supply our data by conducting intra-linguistic quantitative 

searches using monolingual corpora. The amount of data provided allowed us to draw 

statistics and general conclusions from them: German, French and Spanish, indeed, display 

both SOT and non-SOT. 
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We conclude that languages seem to benefit from being looked at in contrast to one 

another. 
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Appendix.1 Russian data retrieval template 

MATRIX VERB FIXED EMBEDDED VERB 

ASPECT MOOD AUXILLIARY TENSE: morphSEM (tense) COMMA CONJUNCTION INTERVAL AUXILLIARY 
TENSE: morphSEM (tense) 

Synt Fut =Synthetic Future 

Ana Fut= Analytical Future 

Imperfective 

Indicative 

NONE 

presPRES (present) 

он говорит 

‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

*Pres PRES EXT (present) 

что он *читает/ ? идёт 

pastPAST (past) 

он говорил Pf+pres=futFUT (Synt fut) 

что он прочитает 
YES 

Fut+presFUT (Analy Fut) 

он будет говорить 

Imperative NONE 
(imperative) 

Говори 
YES 

Fut+presFUT (Ana Fut) 

что он будет читать 

Infinitive NONE 
(infinitive) 

Говорить 
? 

Open parameter  (any verb except 

past) 

Perfective 

Indicative NONE 

Pf+pres=futFUT (Syn fut) 

он скажет 

‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

*Pres PRES EXT (present) 

что он *читает/ идёт 

pastPAST (past) 

он сказал 

Pf+pres=futFUT (Syn fut) 

что он прочитает 

YES 
Fut+presFUT (Ana Fut) 

что он будет читать 

Imperative NONE 
(imperative) 

Скажи 

Infinitive NONE 
(infinitive) 

Сказать 

Subjunctive 

NONE 
past + copula 

он сказал бы 

NONE 
infi + copula 

сказать бы 
? Open parameter  (any verb except past) 
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Appendix.2 Parasol querying Russian Primary Language 

MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

 
ASPECT AUX 

MorphologicalSEMANTIC 

(tense) 
AUX 

MorphologicalSEMANTIC 

(tense) 

1 Говорить ✘ presPRES (present tense) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & 

tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

2 Говорить ✘ presPRES (present tense) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ 

lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word="\,"] [word="что"] [word!="."] {0,10} 

[tag="V.*"] [word!="."] {0,4} [lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

3 Говорить ✘ presPRES (present tense) ? ? (any verb, free verb) 

 
[lemma="говорить" & tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 

4 Говорить ✘ presPRES (present tense) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*" 

& tag!="V.*s.*"] 

5 Говорить ✘ presPRES (present tense) ? Any verb in present tense 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

6 Говорить ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"] [word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

7 Говорить ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & 

tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 
[lemma="говорить" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"] [word="что"] 

[word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

8 Говорить ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*"] 

9 Говорить ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"] [word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 

10 Говорить ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? Any verb in present tense 

 

[lemma="говорить" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*p.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

11 Говорить ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= "говорить"][word="\,"] [word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 
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12 Говорить ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= 

"говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= 

"говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"][word!="."]{0,4}[ lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

13 Говорить ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) ? ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= "говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 

14 Говорить ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) ? ? (any verb, except past) 

 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= "говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 

15 Говорить ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) ? Any verb in present tense 

 

[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word= "говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

16 сказать ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 [ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

17 сказать ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[ lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

18 сказать ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) ? ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*"] 

19 сказать ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 

[ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 

20 сказать ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) ? Any verb in present tense 

 

[ lemma= "сказать" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

21 сказать ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

22 сказать ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & 

tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[lemma="сказать" & 

tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"][word!="."]{0

,4}[lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

23 сказать ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ 

tag="V.*"] 

24 сказать ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10} [ 

tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 
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25 сказать ✘ pastPAST (past tense) ? Any verb in present tense 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*p(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

 
ADDITIONAL QUERIES 

26 Говорить ✘ (Imperative) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & 

tag="Vmm.*(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

27 Говорить ✘ (Imperative) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[lemma="говорить" & 

tag="Vmm.*(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

28 сказать ✘ (Imperative) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & 

tag="Vmm.*(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

29 сказать ✘ (Imperative) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vmm.*(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ 

lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

30 Говорить ✘ (Infinitive) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 
[word="говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"] [word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

31 Говорить ✘ (Infinitive) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[word="говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"] [word!="."]{0,10}[ lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[word="говорить"][word="\,"][word="что"] [word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"] [word!="."]{0,4}[ 

lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

32 Говорить ✘ (Infinitive) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 
[word="говорить"] [word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 

33 сказать ✘ (Infinitive) ✘ Pf+pres=futFUT(Synt fut) 

 
[word="сказать"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*e.*"] 

34 сказать ✘ (Infinitive) ✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 

 

[word="сказать"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ lemma="быть" & 

tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"][word!="."]{0,4}[tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[word="сказать"][word="\,"][word="что"] [word!="."]{0,10}[tag="V.*"][word!="."]{0,4}[ 

lemma="быть" & tag="V.*f(1|2|3)(s|p).*"] 

35 сказать ✘ (Infinitive) ? ?(any verb, except past) 

 
[word="сказать"][word="\,"][word="что"][word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*" & tag!="V.*s.*"] 

36 сказать ✘ 
Past + бы (Subjunctive 

conditional) 
✘ ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][]{0,4}[word="бы"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[word="бы"][]{0,4}[lemma="сказать" & tag="Vm.*s.*[(s|p)(m|f|n)].*a.*e.*"][word="\,"][word="что"][ 

word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 
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37 сказать ✘ 
(inf)+ бы (Subjunctive 

conditional) 
✘ ? (any verb, free verb) 

 

[word="сказать"][]{0,4}[word="бы"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 

AND REVERSE 

[word="бы"][]{0,4}[word="сказать"][word="\,"][word="что"][ word!="."]{0,10}[ tag="V.*"] 
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Appendix.3 Parasol Results Overview 

 

FUTURE Embedded Verb under PAST Matrix Verb 

English Norwegian Swedish Danish 

Tense 
hits, % of 

SOT 
Tense 

hits, % of 

SOT 
Tense 

hits, % of 

SOT 
Tense 

hits, % of 

SOT 

Backshifted 

Analytic 

future 

indicative 

(futpastFUT) 
Devolitive 

construction 

He would  
read 

 

16 
 

100% 

Backshifted 
Analytic 

future 

indicative 
(FutpastFUT) 

Devolitive 

construction 
Han ville lese 

3 

100% 

Backshifted 

Analytic 

future 
indicative 

(FutpastFUT) 

Devolitive 
construction 

Han skulle 

läsa 

4 100% 

Backshifted 

Analytic 

future 

indicative 
(FutpastFUT) 

Devolitive 

construction 
Han ville læse 

2 100% Backshifted 

Analytic 
future 

indicative 

(FutpastFUT) 
Devolitive 

construction 

Han skulle 
lese 

1 

Russian Polish 

Tense hits, % of SOT Tense hits, % of SOT 

Synth fut 

(pf+pres=futFUT) 

Slavic perfective 

presens 

он прочитает 

53 

0% 

Synth fut 

(pf+pres=futFUT) 

Slavic perfective 

presens 

On przeczyta 

38 

0% 
Analytic fut 

(fut+pres=FUT) 
Slavic copular 

construction 

он будет читать 

10 

Analytic fut 
(fut+pres=FUT) 

Slavic copular 

construction 
On  będzie czytał,  

będzie czytac 

6 + 1 (L part/Inf) 

German Spanish French 

Tense hits, % of SOT Tense hits, % of SOT Tense hits, % of SOT 

Analytic fut ind ( 

fut+presFUT) 

Circum baltic 

‘become’ 
Er wird lesen 

2 

10% non-

SOT 

90% 

undetermined 

Futuro proximo en 

el pasado 

(fut+pastFUT) 

De andative 

contruction 
El iba a leer 

 

2 

100% 

 

Synth Future I 
Indicatif (futFUT) 

Romance 

inflectional future 

Il lira 

1 
ambiguous 

 
91%

/100

% 

Future proche dans 

le passé 

(fut+pastFUT) 
Il allait lire 

De andative 

contruction 

2 

KONJ Fut I 

( ?FUT ) 

Circum baltic 
‘become’ 

Er werde lesen 

7 

Condicionnal 

presente 

(fut+pastFUT) 
El leería 

9 

Conditionnel 

present 

(fut+pastFUT) 
Il lirait 

9 
KONJ Fut II 

(?FUT ) 

Circum baltic 

‘become’ 
Er würde lesen 

11 
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Appendix.4 Parasol results Russian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

ASPECT AUX 
MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense 

analysis (tense) 
AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) QUERY HITS 

 

говорить 

✘ presPRES (present tense) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 1 14 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 2 0 

? ? 3 0 

✘ 

 
pastPAST (past tense) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 6 8 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 7 4 

? ?(queries 9 & 10 redundant) 8 0 

✔ Pres+futFUT (analytic fut) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 11 0 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 12 0 

? ? (queries 14&15 redundant) 13 0 

 

сказать 

 

✘ 
Pf+pres=futFUT (synth fut) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 16 0 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 17 0 

? ?(queries 19 & 20redundant) 18 0 

✘ pastPAST (past tense) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 21 46 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 22 6 

? ? (queries 24&25 redundant) 23 0 

говорить ✘ (Imperative) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 26 0 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 27 0 

сказать ✘ (Imperative) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 28 2 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 29 0 

 

говорить 
✘ (Infinitive) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 30 1 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 31 0 

? ? 32 0 

 

 

сказать 

✘ (Infinitive) 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 33 4 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 34 0 

? ? 35 0 

✘ past+ бы (Subj. Conditional) ? ? 36 1 

 (inf) + бы (Subj. Conditional) ? ? 37 0 
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Appendix.5 Monolingual Corpus Results Russian 

 

MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

ASPECT AUX 
MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis 

(tense) 
AUX 

MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) 

9095 (Synth fut 75,88%) 2891 (ana fut 24,12%) 
QUERY 

HITS 

11986 overall 

говорить 

✘ presPRES (present tense) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 1 1680 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 2 524 

✘ pastPAST (past tense) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 6 1397 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 7 420 

✔ Pres+futFUT (analytic fut) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 11 15 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 12 5 

сказать 

✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (synth fut) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 16 313 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 17 72 

✘ pastPAST (past tense) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 21 4377 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 22 1426 

говорить ✘ (Imperative) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 26 90 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 27 20 

сказать ✘ (Imperative) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 28 229 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 29 110 

говорить ✘ (Infinitive) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 30 175 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 31 44 

сказать 

✘ (Infinitive) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 33 725 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 34 241 

✘ past+ бы (Subj. Conditional) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 36 71(21+50) 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 36’ 24(5+19) 

✘ (inf) + бы (Subj. Conditional) 
✘ Pf+pres=futFUT (Synth fut) 37 23(0+23) 

✔ Pres+futFUT (Analytic fut) 37’ 5(1+4) 
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Appendix.6 German data retrieval template 

 

MATRIX VERB FIXED EMBEDDED VERB 

AUXILLIARY TENSE COMMA CONJUNCTION INTERVAL AUXILLIARY TENSE 

NONE 
pastPAST (simple past) 

er sagte 

‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

Fut+presFUT ( future simple )er sagen 

wird 

?fut+pres FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut I) er 

sagen werde 

?fut+past FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut II) er 

sagen würde 

YES 
pastPAST (present perfect-past 

perfect) 

er hat/hatte gesagt 

 

YES 

 

Fut+presFUT ( future simple )er sagen 

wird 

?fut+pres FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut I) er 

sagen werde 

?fut+past FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut II) er 

sagen würde 
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Appendix.7 Monolingual Corpus Querying German 

 

MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

AUX 
MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis 

(tense) 
AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) 

1 ✘ pastPAST (simple past) ✘ Fut+presFUT ( future simple ) 

"sagte* #5 dass #15 @wird" 

2 ✘ pastPAST (simple past) ✘ ?fut+pres FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut I) 

"sagte* #5 dass #15 @werde" 

3 ✘ pastPAST (simple past) ✘ ?fut+past FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut II) 

"sagte* #5 dass #15 @würde” 

4 ✘ pastPAST (present perfect-past perfect) ✔ Fut+presFUT ( future simple ) 

" haben #5 @gesagt #5 dass #15 @wird" 

5 ✘ pastPAST (present perfect-past perfect) ✔ ?fut+pres FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut I) 

" haben #5 @gesagt #5 dass #15 @werde" 

6 ✘ pastPAST (present perfect-past perfect) ✘ ?fut+past FUT ? (Konjunktiv Fut II) 

" haben #5 @gesagt #5 dass #15 @würde" 
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Appendix.8 Monolingual Corpus Results German 

 

 

PAST MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC (tense) AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC (tense) QUERY HITS 

✘ 
pastPAST (simple past)  

er sagte 
✔ 

FutpresFUT ( future simple ) 

er sagen wird 
1 252 

? FUT (Konjunktiv Fut I)  

er sagen werde 
2 895 

? FUT (Konjunktiv Fut II)  

er sagen würde 
3 257 

✔ 
pastPAST (present perfect-past perfect)  

er hat/hatte gesagt 
✔ 

FutpresFUT ( future simple ) 

er sagen wird 
4 335 

? FUT (Konjunktiv Fut I)  

er sagen werde 
5 290 

? FUT (Konjunktiv Fut II)  

er sagen würde 
6 182 
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Appendix.9 French data retrieval template 

 

IMPERFECTIVE MATRIX VERB FIXED EMBEDDED VERB 

MOOD AUXILLIARY TENSE COMMA CONJUNCTION INTERVAL AUXILLIARY TENSE 

IND 

 

NONE 

pastPAST 

(Imparfait) 

Il disait 

‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

qu’il lit 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il 

lira 

pastPAST 

(Imparfait) 

Il dît 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel 

present) Qu’il lirait 

YES 

Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

Qu’il va lire 

YES 

 

pastPAST 

(special rule: in 

fewer cases 

presPAST)(Pass

e compose) 

Il a dit 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche 

dans le passe) Qu’il allait lire 

pastPAST (plus 

que parfait) 

Il avait dit 

pastPAST 

(passé anterieur) 

Il eût dit 

SEMI 

(= +INF) 

pastPAST 

(future proche 

dans le passé) 

Il allait dire 

? 
Open parameter  (any verb 

except past) 
COND 

NONE 

pres(conditionn

el present) here 

irrealis mostly 

might be some 

fut+pastFUT 

(not irrealis) 

Il dirait 

YES 

past 

(conditionnel 

passe) here 

irrealis 

Il aurait dit 
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Appendix.10 Spanish data retrieval template 

IMPERFECTIVE MATRIX VERB FIXED EMBEDDED VERB 

MOOD AUXILLIARY TENSE COMMA CONJUNCTION INTERVAL AUXILLIARY TENSE 

IND 

 

NONE 

pastPAST  (pretérito 

imperfect) 

El decía 

‘’ ‘’ ‘’ 

NONE 

PresPRES 

EXT ?(presente) 

Que lee 

futFUT 

(futuro)Que leerá 

pastPAST  (pretérito 

perfecto simple) 

El dijo 

fut+pastFUT 

(cond presente) 

Que leería 

YES 

 

Fut+presFUT  

(futuro proximo) 

Que va a leer 

YES 

 

presPAST( pretérito 

perfecto compuesto) 

El ha dicho 

Fut+pastFUT  

(futuro proximo 

en el pasado) Que 

íba a leer 

pastPAST(pretérito 

pluscuamperfecto) 

El había dicho 

pastPAST(pretérito 

anterior) 

El hubo dicho 

SEMI 

(= +INF) 

pastPAST  (future 

proximo en el pasado 

El íba a decir 

COND 

NONE 

pres(cond 

presente)here irrealis 

mostly might be some 

fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

El diría 

? 

Open pa rameter  

(any verb except 

past) 

YES 

past (cond perfecto) 

here irrealis 

El habría dicho 

SUB YES 

past (pretérito 

pluscuamperfecto): 

often replaces the 

future perfecto - 

backshift 

El hubiera dicho 
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Appendix.11 Monolingual Corpus Querying French 

 MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

 
MOOD AUX 

MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis 

(tense) 
AUX 

MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis 

(tense) 

1 IND ✘ pastPAST (Imparfait) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:impf"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" & tag != 

"VER:subp"] 

2 IND ✘ pastPAST (Imparfait) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:impf"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

3 IND ✘ pastPAST (Imparfait) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:impf"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

4 IND ✘ pastPAST (Imparfait) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:impf"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

5 IND ✘ pastPAST (Imparfait) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:impf"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

6 IND ✘ pastPAST (passé simple) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:simp"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" & tag != 

"VER:subp"] 

7 IND ✘ pastPAST (passé simple) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:simp"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

8 IND ✘ pastPAST (passé simple) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:simp"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

9 IND ✘ pastPAST (passé simple) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:simp"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

10 IND ✘ pastPAST (passé simple) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:simp"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

11 IND ✔ 
pastPAST ( in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 
✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:pres"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" & 

tag != "VER:subp"] 

12 IND ✔ 
pastPAST ( in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 
✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:pres"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"] [word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

13 IND ✔ 
pastPAST ( in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 
✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:pres"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

14 IND ✔ 
pastPAST ( in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 
✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:pres"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

15 IND ✔ 
pastPAST ( in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 
✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:pres"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

16 IND ✔ pastPAST (plus que parfait) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 
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[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" 

& tag != "VER:subp"] 

17 IND ✔ pastPAST (plus que parfait) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

18 IND ✔ pastPAST (plus que parfait) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

19 IND ✔ pastPAST (plus que parfait) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

20 IND ✔ pastPAST (plus que parfait) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

21 IND ✔ pastPAST (passé anterieur) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:simp"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" 

& tag != "VER:subp"] 

22 IND ✔ pastPAST (passé anterieur) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:simp"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

23 IND ✔ pastPAST (passé anterieur) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:simp"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

24 IND ✔ pastPAST (passé anterieur) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:simp"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

25 IND ✔ pastPAST (passé anterieur) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:simp"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

26 IND ✔ futFUT(future anterieur) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 
 

27 IND ✔ futFUT(future anterieur) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
 

28 IND ✔ futFUT(future anterieur) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
 

29 IND ✔ futFUT(future anterieur) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 
 

30 IND ✔ futFUT(future anterieur) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 
 

31 IND SEMI pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="aller" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dire"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" 

& tag != "VER:subp"] 

32 IND SEMI pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="aller" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dire"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

33 IND SEMI pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="aller" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dire"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 
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34 IND SEMI pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="aller" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dire"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10} [lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"] [tag="VER:infi"] 

35 IND SEMI pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

[lemma="aller" & tag="VER:impf"][word="dire"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

36 COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis 

mostly might be some fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

lemma="dire" & tag="VER:cond"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" & tag != 

"VER:subp"] 

37 COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis 

mostly might be some fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:cond"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

38 COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis 

mostly might be some fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:cond"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

39 COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis 

mostly might be some fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:cond"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"][tag="VER:infi"] 

40 COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis 

mostly might be some fut+pastFUT (not 

irrealis) 

✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="dire" & tag="VER:cond"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"][tag="VER:infi"] 

41 COND ✔ past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis ✘ PresPRES EXT ? (present) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:cond"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:pres" 

& tag != "VER:subp"] 

42 COND ✔ past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis ✘ futFUT (future simple) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:cond"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:futu"] 

43 COND ✔ past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis ✘ fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) 

 
[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:cond"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[tag="VER:cond"] 

44 COND ✔ past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis ✔ Fut+presFUT (future proche) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:cond"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:pres"] [tag="VER:infi"] 

45 COND ✔ past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis ✔ Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) 

 

[lemma="avoir" & tag="VER:cond"][word="dit"][word!="."]{0,10}[word="que"| word="qu"][word!="."]{0,10}[lemma="aller" & 

tag="VER:impf"] [tag="VER:infi"] 
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Appendix.12 Monolingual Corpus Results French 
 

PAST MATRIX VERB EMBEDDED VERB 

MOOD AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) QUERY 
HITS 

(para/mono) 

IND 

✘ 

pastPAST (Imparfait) 

Il disait 

✘ 

 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 1 0 2362 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 2 4 175 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 3 0 761 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 4 0 13 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 5 0 132 

pastPAST (passé simple) 

Il dît 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 6 0 429 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 7 0 0 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 8 0 11 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 9 0 0 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 10 0 0 

✔ 

pastPAST (special rule: in fewer cases presPAST)(Passe 

compose) 

Il a dit 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 11 0 4668 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 12 1 512 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 13 6 1215 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 14 0 22 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 15 1 158 

pastPAST (plus que parfait) 

Il avait dit 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 16 0 324 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 17 0 119 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 18 2 457 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 19 0 0 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe) Qu’il allait lire 20 0 43 

pastPAST (passé anterieur) 

Il eût dit 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 21 0 0 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 22 0 0 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 23 0 0 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 24 0 0 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 25 0 0 

 SEMI 
pastPAST (future proche dans le passé) 

Il allait dire 

 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 31 0 29 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 32 0 0 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 33 0 1 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 34 0 0 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 35 0 0 

COND ✘ 

pres(conditionnel present) here irrealis mostly might be some 

fut+pastFUT (not irrealis) 

Il dirait 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 36 0 802 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 37 0 160 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 38 0 310 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 39 0 23 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 40 0 0 
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✔ 
past (conditionnel passe) here irrealis 

Il aurait dit 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ? (present)qu’il lit 41 0 116 

futFUT (future simple) Qu’il lira 42 0 0 

fut+pastFUT (conditionnel present) Qu’il lirait 43 0 52 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT (future proche) Qu’il va lire 44 0 0 

Fut+pastFUT (future proche dans le passe)Qu’il allait lire 45 0 2 
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Appendix.13 Monolingual corpus Results Spanish 
 

PAST MATRIX VERB  EMBEDDED VERB 

MOOD AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) AUX MorphologicalSEMANTIC tense analysis (tense) QUERY HITS 

IND 

✘ 

 

pastPAST  (pretérito imperfect) 

El decía 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 1 1499 

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 2 32 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 3 462 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 4 20 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 5 355 

pastPAST  (pretérito perfecto simple) 

El dijo 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 6 13115 

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 7 2117 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 8 2939 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 9 289 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 10 1755 

✔ 

presPAST( pretérito perfecto compuesto) 

El ha dicho 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 11  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 12 352 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 13 169 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 14 239 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 15 63 

pastPAST(pretérito pluscuamperfecto) 

El había dicho 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 16  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 17 6 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 18 202 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 19 1 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 20 121 

pastPAST(pretérito anterior) 

El hubo dicho 

 

 

 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 21  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 22 0 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 23 6 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 24 0 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 25 0 

SEMI 

 

 

pastPAST  (future proximo en el pasado 

El íba a decir 

 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 31  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 32 10 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 33 29 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 34 3 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 35 18 

 

 

 

 

 

COND 

✘ 

 

pres(cond presente)here irrealis mostly might be 

some fut+pastFUT (not irrealis) 

 

El diría 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 36  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 37 10 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 38 31 
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✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 39 22 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 40 24 

✔ 

 

 

past (cond perfecto) here irrealis 

El habría dicho 

 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 41  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 42 0 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 43 2 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 44 0 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 45 2 

SUB ✔ 

 

 

past (pretérito pluscuamperfecto): often replaces the 

future perfecto - backshift 

El hubiera dicho 

✘ 

PresPRES EXT ?(presente) Que lee 46  

futFUT (futuro)Que leerá 47 0 

fut+pastFUT (cond presente) Que leería 48 18 

✔ 
Fut+presFUT  (futuro proximo) Que va a leer 49 0 

Fut+pastFUT  (futuro proximo en el pasado)Que íba a leer 50 27 

 

 

 


